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CHAPTER I 

ISTRODUCTIO* 

Statement of Problem 

®ie purpose of this study la to determine the soundness 

of the graduate educational-administration programs In the 

leading ©alleges end universities of Texas, Oklahoma, Arkan-

sas* Colorado, and Hew Mexico, In the light of criteria de-

rived from psychologies of learning, and the etiologies of 

desirable traits such as leadership* Jk sccond purpose for 

setting up such criteria is to have a basis from which to 

draw r©commendstions and suggestions for improvement. 

Delimitations 

this study includes only the administrative phas.es of the 

graduate educational schools ®f higher learning. The con-

sideration of data concerning these schools Is given only In 

the light of the IcQuagge Study of these schools * courses 

However# none of the evaluations is made of specific schools, 

but of the general trends seen In the XeQuagge Study* 

Sowces ©f Data 

The main sources for setting up criteria for evaluation 

are studies, periodical articles, and texts. The only source 

•hlcQuagge Stud? Data Prepared for the Southwestern College 
Conference on Preparation of Educational Aclmini strati on (1952) • 
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of data concerning the respective methods and o«at»t used Is 

the McQuagge Study, which will be described later* 

Proposed freataent of Data 

First, from the above~mmtloned sources a survey of the 

literature on learning is made la order to set up timely, 

basic criteria of the learning process and its aspeets • Second, 

a surrey of the literature on leadership, especially democratic 

leadership, 1® made to ascertain valid criteria of the most 

effactive leadership competencies• Third, the status of mainly 

the course methods and content, taught, in the Above mentioned 

colleges and universities of the southwest is drawn from the 

McQuagge Study* Fourth, an attempt is made to evaluate these 

findings in the light of the preceding criteria* Fifth, an 

endeavor is made to offer suggestions and recommendations in 

the light of the established criteria* 

Seme Related Studies 

John K. Hemphill made a study concerning the situational 

factors in leadership• the purpose of his study was to in-

vestigate systematically the characteristics ©f group sitw#-

tions as they are related to behavior of leaders* 'l*i sueh 

an Investigation the social, situational., and more directly, 

the social group, becomes one of the primary areas of study* 

le conclude# that behavior, _ which is associated with be-

ing considered an adequate leader of a group, is associated 

with the general level of pleasantness of the group (hedonic 



ton®} and the tendency of the member's of th© group to function 

is a unit; (viscidity). The interrelations between h®donl® tone 

and visoldity and %he leader *s behavior may point to certain 

important Implications about th® functions of tha Individual 

who directs the group. A leader*s most Important function In 

the dynamics of tha group aay wall ba th® Job of asking group 

membership aa pleasant as posslbl® and facilitating thair act-

ing as a unit rathar than aa individuals•* 

hm, Bray made a study of tha ©valuation of tha profes-

sional training of tha secondary-school principals who grad-

uatad from forth T®xas Stata Collaga during tha parlod from 

1999 to 1949. The purposa of th® study was to praaettt eertl-

fication standards for tha prlnolpalshlp as axprassad by load-

ing adueators and oartlfylng officials In vmrloua stataa• To 

avaluata tha training of Worth Texas graduate# by tha aritarla 

that vara obtalnod froa tha aduoatora, was also a purposa of 

th® study• Ha attanptad to dlsaovar tha adueatlonal needs 

of administrators as axprassad by graduates of tha department 

of education at lorth ••f«ata® • ' : : 

1® concluded th® followingt (1) that a majority of grad-

uates ar® finding it necessary to assume varied duties, and 

they feel adequately trained to perform moat of t h m * - - (2) . 

That the majority of administrators -are performing those • , 

' John K. Hemphill, "Situational Factors In Leadership" 
(Doctor's Mascrtatlon printed at Ohio Stat® University* . 
Columbua, Ohio, 1949), pp. 111 99-101. 



activities attendant to professional advancement and indicate 

an adequate background of training* (3) Although a majority 

of principals reported a guidance program, relatively few in-

dicated adequate training for tha proper execution of the pro-

gram* '{4) Using his established eriteria, he concluded that 

there are strong indications to a how' that principals luck 

preparation in bftaie courses that deal with duties of Instruc-

tion, in partieular• (5) Tha najority of prinoipala indieatad 

a weakness in directing ln-servlee training prograas for their 

faculties 

Bray*® study differs from this study in tha following 

manner: (1) He evaluated the administrative training of 

graduates from the angle of what they learned rather than 

what they were taught. (t) te set up M s eriteria from the 

source of eminent authorities on education. (3) His study 

dealt only with seeondary-pi'inclp&ls who graduated from Morth 

Texas between 1959 and 1949 . (4) His criteria majored in 

duties and activities expected of the principal on the job. 

McCalltm made s study «f the principals in feme second-

ary-schools having an enrollment of 850 or more, fhe purpose 

of his study was to determine the present status of these 

principalsr with the idea of making needed recoBHftendation® 

SLem Bray, "An Valuation of the Professional Training 
©f Seeondary-School Principals at Morth Texas State College, 
1939-1949* (Vasterfs thesis at North Texas State College, 
19S0) , pp. 4 , 8 3 - 4 . 
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that are needed as found by ecaapar is cms wi th th© standards 

set up by ©minsnt Authorities . Th® principals are discussed 

as to their preparation, allotment of time to the mrioua activ-

ities* tenure and experience, salaries, clerical assistance# 

His data were'taken from questionnairee aent to 170 principals 

in Texas high schools, theses# articles, and hook® on th® 

subject. 

He concluded the following* (1) That when secondary prin-

cipals of Texas are compared with the standards set up by emi-

nent authorities, they rank favorably In most cases. (2) That 

principals are well qualified to meet all of the requirements 

of any state which issues adalnlatratlve certificates with 

regard to training in administration, curriculum revision, 

tests and measurements, organisation and supervision. ' 1© re-

vealed that, at that time, 49*66 per cent of the principals 

hold master's degrees and 48.22 per cent have the bachelors. 

He noted that Texas principals spent, on the average, 52.55 

per cent of their time in administratlon, which he considered 

was deficient 

His study differs from this one in many of the ways that 

Bray's study did. H® approached his work more from the his* 

torlcal evolution of princlpalshlp than Bray did, however# 

^William J* McCftHum, Study of th® Principals In Texas 
Secondary Schools Having an Knrollment of 250 or More* (SS&ster's 
thesis at forth Texas State College, 1936}, pp. 1-5, 53-55• 



McCain made a study, evaluating the administrative duties 

of 100 high-school principals'In Texas * • The purpose of his 

study was! (1) to make a study 'of the literature to determine 

criteria for evaluating the duties and respoasibilities of a 

principal of a modern hlgh*school} (2) .to. make a survey of the 

duties and responsibilities of 100 Mgh«*sehoo'l .principals .in 

Texas in order to determine the extent to which they mm* the 

criteria established. Questionnaires were sent out to the • 

principals of high-schools with • enrollments less than' SS0t • 

between: ̂ 0-»500# between 500*1000, and-larger than 1000, 

H© concluded: ' (1) That'all.principals have had-.five years 
i 

or more of academic training* but larger school principals have 

had'slightly more training than those In smaller'schools* (2) 

On the average# the principals do not meet the ®rlfc©f»la - set 

up for the professional training of school &dmlnistration• 

They meet tualifieatlon® of the older type of curricult«a bat 

not the newer type* (3) fhe practices of the administrator $m 

larger schools are more democratic than la smaller schools• 

(4) In all schools • the principal »eets the criteria Yalfttlw-

to 'the adaptation of the curriculum to community needs* (5) 

Principal® in small schools utilise the school plants more ef-

fectively in meeting coiaaunity needs than do principels of large? 

schools. (#) More participation between teachere, •principals, 

and pupils, is evidenced in largersys terns than in smaller ones 

1 '• 
' Fred Noel McCain, "to Evaluation of the 'liWinlat»fttiVi 

Duties of Qua Hundred ligh*Seh©ol Principals in Texas * '; • 
(Masterfs thesis at Horth Texas State College, 1949). pp. 1*3, 
6 6 - 6 8 • 



McCain*s study differs fron this on® la that he set tip 

Ills criteria la regard to responsibilities of the principal 

ixi the modern secondary school* His data were obtained from 

questionnaires rather than from recorded observation# As the 

title Indicates, his study dealt with capacities and coap*~ 

tendea of administrators rather than consideration of eours© 

offerings, their content and methods* 

Reeve made a comparative study of the requirements for 

oertiflcatlon of publlo school administrators In the Uhlted 

States • lis problem involved a consideration of swi of the 

pertinent aspects of the presently required school administrator 

qualifications and a determination of the adequacy of these 

qualities. To pursue this investlgatloa two questions were 

predominant - (1) th&t are the legal requirement* of public 

school administrator® In several different states? (2) What 

do loaders In the field of publlo school administration re©* 

oaswnd la regard to certification of public school ateinlstra-

torsf The purposes of the study were! (1) to tot «*•!&» the 

present status of administra 11 ve certification in the United 

Statesi (2) to determine whether the various states have set 

up requirements to insure capable administrators j (3) to in* 

dlcate uniformity of requirements In various states} (4) to 

secure reconsmendetlon for certification of public school ad* 

mlnistrators in the United States from leading educatons in 

the United States* 
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the procedure for getting s©»® of fed's data waa to M m * 

spond with chief school administrators is each of the forty* 

tight states to gat documentary material from each stat© edu-

cational agency concerning certification, Queetionnairas on 

racoiamandations for certification ©f public school adMntt'tra*-

tors wars sant to frost one to aight daans of schools of edu» ' 

cation in aaoh state and Diatrict of Columbia • 

Ha concluded that only tMrtynine states require"eart1~ 

ficatioa of thair administrators and that it'is theonly way 

to inaura conaistent standard* throughout tha state. On the 

basis of tha criteria sat out in his atudy, only fiwg states 

hare wild certification programs for administration.* 

His study diffarad from thia one in that it daalt only 

with alamantary and saoondary principals and superintendents, 

not tha county superintendent or Junior^high principals or 

supervisors • His study daalt more with tha lagal certiflca«* 

tions-standards in tha light of his aatabliahad critaria 

rather than taaehlng* method, end oontant of training tha ad» 

ministrators * 

Reviewing these ralatad studies haara out "tha '.if**#-''af the 

importance of change of matrix of school *dmlnistr*tors1 com-

patancias• fhasa findinga show the importance of aatting up 

valid critaria by which ona May know how situations measure 

up and where to mak© wiaa changes or additions« ^ . ••••., 

®Charlea A* ft •••*. "A Comparative study of tha Batiiiramanta 
for Certification of Public School Administrators in tha United 
Statas* {lastarfa thesis, North Texaa State Collage, 1949), 
pp» 1-8# 75-8S• 



CBAJPfSft II , 

SOME ASPECTS Of LSARNIH0 

Education Is one factor of American Society that seeas. .. 

generally to lag behind the times and needs of the community* 

The Sight-year Study by the Progressive Education Msocl&tion 

prorldes a elear example of this fact. Some argue on urn* 

founded dogtaatlsm, that the traditional-school methods ar# 

good enough for our needs, in fact, more reliable and basic 

than,so-called, "progressive education** In the eight-year 

study, high-school students vere carefully watched according 

to age, sex, race, ability, type of community and hone back-

ground* Sea® of the students were given college preparatory 

training of the traditional sort while the others were given 

experimental courses consisting of new curricula and methods• 

After entering college, the matched students were tested on 

their preparedness' for college work. Out of the thirty ex-

perimental schools, the six most progressive schools * students 

were compared with the six most traditional schools * students* 

In 50 per cent of the comparisons the two groups were approx-

imately equal on competence in college courses| in 15 per cent 

of the comparisons the students schooled traditionally were 

superior| and in 55 per cent the progressive students were 

-superior* 

9 
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Furthermore, progressive students participated in more 

extra-curricular activities? had a better quality ©fleiaure-

time aotivltyj bed more democratic attitude* toward social 

issues I evidenced greater interest in current social problems.! 

and made a better general adjustment to college life than • • 

students from traditional schools* : 

Since tibia applies mainly to a given experiment, long 

generalizations cannot be drawn, but it shows that the experi-

mental methods' are as effective if. not more than the tra-

ditional methods,1• It is in this.light that this study is mad© 

. Measurement Is primarily quantitative while-evaluation is 

mainly qualitative* Eurich says, "Swluation of instruction 

through measurement or observation- of student development, in-

volves the attempt to determine the progress of the achieve-

ment of students in relation to all the objectives of instrua-

tion that the instructor can discern In his teaching.*® • Ex-

periments have been made ©n evaluation by such institutions as 

the University of Ohio, the University of Minnesota, and Melo 

Junior College, in the past decade* Their finding* show that 

a sound evaluation system must grow out of clear-cut phllo#-' 

ophy of Instruction* Derived from these studies also is the 

*J. Paul Leonard, and Mvia c* garich,'te:lvaluatl@m of. 
Modern Education* PP* a§4-64* 

gAlvin C« Kurieh, Bfhe Approach to the Evaluation of the 
Outcomes of Instruction,* Mat* See* of Col* Teach* of M., 
Yearbook* 2? (1939), pp. Itll, 21S-16• 
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fast that most evaluations maaaura between students mad not 

in regard to one's self-improvement • fhe common practice of 

uaing «filttttiea as an and la itaalf—final grade, is wait a 

of th© energy put out to get the measurement, unless It it 

used as a gulda to individual improvement. Opportunities of 

aelf-evaluation era para among present-day students, but with 

practice, the ability to evaluate oneself objectively is an 

important assat* 

Through experimentation and evaluation va have our main 

way of improvement in education, but eartainly our prasant 

methods of advanaa ara vary limited. Our methods ©f inquiry 

and araas of approaoh ara not auffioiant to progress froai tha 

basic to tha higher realms of learning* This should not sug-

gest dia continuance of rasaareh but perhaps research of a 

different kind, Growth of knowledge during a course rather 

than quantity of Imowladga at tha and of a sours# would tea 

mora valid maaaurement* " : 

Another area for research is tha relationship between a 

studant and his taaehar* Seldom is there a teacher who is 

equally effective with all studants| likewiae, seldom ia a 

taaohar so poor that ha Is not successful with:a few'students* 

fha question is, what is tha bast relationahip In r#®iri to 

tha taaohar rs level•of knowledge and that of tha studants1? 

fha taaehar 'a interest in tha subject and tha students'¥ fha 

relationship between tha taaehar'a attitudes end the students* 

attitudes toward college, professors, society, religion, etc,? 
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Perhaps when these relationship* are under scrutiny, there 

will be less emphasis oil the most effective method and more 
* 

emphasis @ii the most effective relationships . 

A study was mad® of the comparison between student# who . 

attained their degree and those who did not in the -classe# 

entering the Oeneral College of the University of Minnesota, 

during 19m $ 1985, 1988, and 1980* A total of 951 fl&nfel 

answered the 53*page questionnaire wailed each of th*ou . The 

main differences between these two .groups were the kind of 

jobs obtained (better Jobs end more satisfaction with jobs 

among .graduates} and the amount of income {slightly higher for 

degree -students)', there was m difference in neither the kind 

of books read, '.or1 the mags sines read# fhe H»j©rlty of both , 

groups were content with inactive church life and talked little 

of philosophy or religion. Even among college graduates, fowr 

out of ten did not feel it necessary to keep up with economic 

trends in government which might affect their work. Some ex* 

hibited concern with politics and change in national govern-

ment but did not exercise their local rights to help'effect 

changes• fhe question is, why are college students (tan years 

later) prone to seek contentment and security W "the' exclusion 

of stirring change? If purported t© have been taug^%,;,t©vthink 

critically in college, why are the graduates during 

S ' ' » ' 
Robert Bush, and Alvia C. Surich, 'SxperdtaeataX Ap-

proach to the Appraisal and Improvement of College Instruc-
tion. * ibid*, pp. 190*§07. 
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college years so uncritical and inconsistent .la their thinking? 

Why did the carry-over ©f college training in good llteratiwe, 

government interest and civic participation not last? Sine# 

tli® great majority of college methods have been traditional, 

th® resulting graduates are * strong reflection upon these 

4 
method®# 

The purpose of this study is not to f&ultHf Ind tod the® 

suggest a remedy for each fault# Rather, the main intention 

Is to a at up soma aort of criteria upon which to measure dif-

ferent aspects of our present graduate-®chool practices in 

school administration. The question Is whether or not th© 

prevailing school administration courses offered In southwest 

colleges measure 1» content and qualify In method up to .the 

standards that will to© set up by the lateat finding## . • 

Perhaps a consideration of the relation of th® principles 

of learning t© college instruction might he parttfitafe3.ee . 

Dashiell states that ft study of, th® right subjects t© he taught 

in college cannot he nude r, apart from the study'of the best 

methods of activation, learning, and retention of 'knowledge# 

Of course, some factual material is necessary in every subject, 

but the reason extreme degrees of memorizing «s*a in 

some formal subjects is that the facts are taken *fctr<MP their 

immediate or natural setting and thus an artificial .method of 

I " ;; ; 
j, Faul Leonard* and Alvin C» Burich Cedltdrtii-- .Jyg 

Evaluation of Modern Bdueatlon (1941), pp. 869>H57* -
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attack Is necessary* He claims that stating the fast that' 

meaningful material is mora easily memorized than meaningless-

material is not such a superfluous statement when on© notes 

that many educational systems exalt the letter, word, and ; 

digit at the expense of sense and form* Incidentally, it has 

bean found that the learning of factual material la greatly 

advanced fey a Judicious distribution of learning periods, 

spaced with'intervals rather than continuous learning* - The 

principles of learning habits and skills are mueh the Sam# for 

all subjects--memorizing work or developing manual skills, that 

is, learning the correct pronouncing of rr in Spanish for in* 

stance} learning the correct laboratory techniques of weighing, 

and adjusting in chemistry* and the correct ways of using the 

logarithmic tables and slide rule in physics* The cardinal 

rule for achievement is drill and frequency of repetition#® 

Principles of learning offered as a basis for teaching 

austs a) rest upon a valid theory of knowledge; b) rest upon 

facts concerning the nature of the learning activity} c) rest 

upon facts concerning the nature of the development of the ' 

individual} d) square with our aims of democratic society} and 

e) square with valid evidence of successful learning*® :, 

- 6 ' ' • •' 

•. John Fred Bashlell» "The Relation of. the 'Principles of • 
Learning'to College Instruction, * Matlonal £QC.« of Col, 
Teach* of M«. pp« 81-94• 

@ ' . 
William H« Burton, Guidance of Learning. Mtl,vitle8« p* 62. 
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The nature of learning in itself is & subject ©bout which 

libraries of volumes have bean written but .©a which m&nj di-

verse points of view ere taken. It is cot our purpose her# 

to analyze the different theories and try to prove which one 

should be accepted as a. most vmlid theory. Neither is it our 

intention to teke en eclectic point of view, collecting only 

choice sections of the many different theories# Hartmann 

warns that it is net legitimate to sidopt en eclectic system 

of psychology to get around the theoretical difficulties by 

adopting one outlook in the seetion of "emotion* and another 

in the pages devoted to "intelligence."* 

Hllgard divides the learning theories into two main 

families • There is much overlapping between the two, however, 

auiking distinctions very vague. The "association* theorists 

look upon learning as the formation of specific bonds or'con-

nections, whereas "field theorists" take the position that . 

"something like insightful learning, be it called learning 

with understanding or learning under cognitive control, is the 

el»m®terlstie form of learning*"® . 

In the Encyclopedia of Education we get this definition 

of learning: "A learning process la primarily « wetter of the 

George W. Harteiann, "Field Theory of Learning end Its 
Educational Consequences," Sat. Sop, fog the Study of M», 
XLX, 100-81 * 

H. IcSoiatell, Introduction to Three fl»®es Abstracts, 
Learning in School Situations» University of Minnesota, p. U . 
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discovery of the adequate response to fit problem situation and 

tlx® fixation of tii@ satisfying situation response relation-

ship.1,9 ( ' ' '; ' 

Marquis and Hllgard Jointly give ua a modified version 

of thair definition* J *Laaroing 1# the process by which an 
i '• 

activity originates or is changed through training procedures 

(whathar in the laboratory or in tha natural environment) M 

distinguished from changes by factors m t attributable to -

training*" Hilgard go#® oa to say that in lamming, one -ambi-

guity of fact and not of definition la tha saturation mrmm 

training. If a learning facility ine*«ft&es with aga without 

intervening practice, it Is attributed to maturation, fh® 

child do#-® not learn to talk accept aftar sufficient maturation, 

but it learns only that which it hears (training) —and so tha 

question of how such of that learning was due to maturation 

and how much to training, the same ambiguity occurs in work 

and training« Learning increases with traiwisg or 3?©p@tl tions 

of skills, but during rest periods learning .dagye»s<>». at tha 

same time that forgetting increases. Work curves show 

w & m i m proficiency with added repetitions and pro-

ficiency with rest periods. Actually both learning and fatigue 

&r@ Inferences from performances• ' 

9gncYttloP»dla of_Mugatl.op.|, Research, 
* Walter & # l©nr©@ I@di tor) E#vl##d 

edition (1960). • ' • ' •. 
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There are five ®1 ear-eut differences between the two main 

schools of learning — associationiam and field-thaoryj (1) 

versus nativla»--AsBoclatlonlata hold that 

environaent attributes as much aa possible to perception while 

tha field-theorists aaintain that perception dependa upon an 

interaetion of tha organism and tha environment in t a w of 

the way in vhieh tha orgafrlsa la made* (8) Mature jj£ 

versus jgarta»-Tha field~theory holds that tha whole ia more 

than tha parts. Tha whole with ita logical priority to tha 

part# oan ha broken down to explain tha parts hat not visa-

versa. (S) Reaction varaua oa«nltjloo**fha aasoeiationlsts, 

reaction psychologists, lay emphasis ©a perception from iste* 

menta while the field-theorists, cognitive psychologists, m * 

phmlM perception-like and Idea-like processes. With" a fee-

haviorist background tha reaction psychologist abhors tha 

sll^tast trace of subjectivity, wharaaa tha cognitive psyahol~ 

©gist does not have tha hahaviorista' fear of contamination 

from subjectivity. Cognitive processes ara inferred avan from 

behavioral observation by tha field-paychologict. ttlprd 

adds that it is possible to prefer and to defend tha preference 

for a cognitive psychology, avan whan all the data ar© behavioral• 

(4) Mechanlaa versus dynamic ê ullllbri\aa*»fha aasoclationlst 

parfara bonds, reflexes with mechanistic consistency, whereas 

the field-theorist perfers living things aa constantly' afcaitg* 

Ing their substance with their environment* (S) fl̂ torioal. 

varaw contanrporar v causation—The aasoaiationlst contends 
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that the present (In order to be understandable} muat be con-

sidered in term of past" learning, while the field-theory Is 

more deeply concerned with the present* The comtemporary 

structuring of the field is more important than previous ex-

perience, for with past experience one may fee able to solvw 

a problem presented one way, but unable to work it when pre-

sented differently—henee the greater importanee of the eon-

temporary contingencies rather than past p*se -conditioning**0 

MeConnell suggests that differenees oocur in learning 

theories due to different methods of approach, unique terminology, 

and different purposes for application* Learning situations 

differ aeoording to the situations which will effect the great-

est amount of discovery of the correct response* A continuum 

exists from the highest degree of problem solving to rote-

learning and memorization of nonsense syllables 

Many writers, however, find the contributions of the major 

differing schools largely reconcilable, e.g., Dashiell, Kellog, 

and MeConnell• fhe theoretical differences between different 

schools of learning show up most markedly where the data re-

main ambiguous, so that the preferences hold sway over evidence. 

Hilgard adds that while the situation is not so bad as' the 

parade of points-of-view makes it out to be, it is still 

AG 
lamest R. Hilgard, Theories of Learning (1948), pp* 1-18* 

U 
f• ' 1« MeConnell, "Reconciliation•of • Learning • theories,w 

Rat. Soc, for the Study of Ed*» *•** 2, XLJ {1*4*1 f 245. 
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unsatisfactory, and there are a® present laws ©f learning 

whioh can fee taught with confidence • Sachcharapion for a . 

special theory believes M s theory to bt the moat valid, be-

cause'It It most appropriate for hia special interest of the 

total learning situation. On# great inadequacy of contemporary 

learning theories la in the matters of motivational control ©f 

laarning• Moat experimental learning situations provide a 

singular motivation, unlike the complex system of motivations 

occurring in real life* : . 

Lewin *b conceptual system perhaps comes closer to the 

real life situation than any other system, in fact,/it • in 

taken out of life situations* fh® originality and ingenuity 

of'Ma experiments cause interest in seeking the roots of 

such a freshness of approach,*® 

, According to Lewin, one of the baaie charactaristiaa of 

field-paychology ia the demand that the field which influences 

an individual ahould he described not in "objective or physi-

ealiatie terms" but in a way. in which It exist® for that per* 

a on .at that time. A teacher may never succeed in giving proper 

guidance to a pupil, if he does not learn to understand the 

psychological world ia which the pupil livea • -.Since • 'the' im-

portance of a situation cannot be judged without 'ConMi^ra* 

tion of the whole, the field theory finds its advantages 

Warmest B« aigerd, Theories of Lemming <3J4@f, 
pp. f®§*»60» , 
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in the fact that by starting with the whole, the danger of . 

being ©islad by an. unimportant element of the situation la . 

mitigated* . ^ 

Just as most psychologists agree that the teleologies! 

derivation ©f behavior eannot be derived from•the future, field 

theorists believe that behavior eannot be teleologlcally de-

rived from the past* In the light that the past is the .origin 

©f our. present situation, the past can be indirectly evidenced 

by the present* 

The field theorist is opposed to the blank definition of 

learning as merely some kind of betterment* Actually there 

are many.kinds of learnings (1) learning as a change in cogpai-

tive structure (knowledge)} (8) learning as a Chang#'in moti* 

vation (like or dislike )f (S) learning as a change in group 

belonglngness or Ideology (important aspeot of growth into • 

culture)i and, (4) learning in the. meaning of voluntary control 

of the body musculature ( this is one important aspeot of ac-

quiring skills, such as speech and self-control)* . 

Lewin givesa good, graphic interpretation or conceptual 

view of an individual's learning the map of a town by starting 

from the vague unknown to specific details• S# points out 

. that after insight, cognitive structure is ©hanged# For in-

stance.# the difference between a one-year-old and a four-year-

old In overcoming a barrier to a goal is that one sees it *• 

a complete obstacle to M s goal whereas the four-year-old with 
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more Insight sees the barrier only its a detour which will' 

chants M i tactics for attaining hit goal. It la important 

t© realise that although cognitive ohanga nay occur upon rep-

etition of action, it is not necessarily repetition itself 

that causes cognitive change. Motivation is mora important* 

For instance, tha beautiful, rippling waves In the river that 

provide * beautiful sight to the travelers on a boat mean 

dangerous rocks to the skipper who is motivated by M s respon-

sibility of the' boat "a safety* the moral9 and happiness of 

an individual depend more on what he expeets in the future 

than the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the present situa-

tion* The difference between an individual view of the future 

and reality Is hope* Maturity usually brings a wider time 

perspective along with a clearer differentiation between un-

reality and reality 

In its original and most universal meaning the field 

theory refers not primarily to a certain system of psychology 

but to a comprehensive world view that is essentially a physi-

cal philosophy of nature* Although many of the components of 

this thought pattern appear in the intellectual life of the . 

earlier centuries, it did not mature in ©apope (mainly in 

Germany) until the twentieth century, being' effective in Amer-

ican psychological circles since about 1980*85* , , 

IS 
Kurt Lewln, "Field Theory of Learning,• Hat. Soc* for 

the Study of Ed., Part 1, XLI (1948), 18-80, 84^7 ,""23-3X7" 
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"The so-called inherent properties of an object are said 

to be traceable to forces impinging upon it frsm the surround* 

ing field whioh is • construed as the effective whole determin-

ing the attributes and behavior of the part or,parts coming 

within its influence 

The solar system is a classic example of .the whole con-

trolling and being effected by its various parts. the action 

of the parts, such #s the tides, cannot be explained in sep-

aration from the whole. Homeostasis in the human organism 

cannot be explained by considering only a single part of the 

body in regard to the whole • Mor can the body function be 

explained as a whole within Itself• the intake of air, ingress 

and egress of substances are explicable only in regard to one *s 

whole environment • 

Psychologically, the same phenomenon will have different 

properties when put in different areas, I.e., gray paper ap-

pears bluish on a yellow background but tannish on a blue . 

background. In a classroom, each on&*a behavior can be explained 

only in the light of the whole social, environment. , 

The Star Spangled Banner is not recognized by its being 

sung by a particular female voice or a special male voice but 

by its form of melody end its relationships to tones*. 

The field-theory holds that there should be harmony, 

the behavior of the entire organism—that the law of • 
. u ' ' • • 

Ibid. 
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perceiving, thinking, cresting, feeling, willing, etc*, mast 

net only bi harsaoniows with, each other tout merely special 1 • 

instances of the Same underlying ynlf oOTaitlea . The educational 

psychologist sees that learning embraces such % of 

htiaan affaire that' the theory held there m d i be congpiioas 

**th all other phas®!? of psychology regardless of how «HiFlded» 

la fact, ft field-theory of learning that is consistent through* 

out the huiMtn organism shots} d be consistent in mil animal 

learning dn» to the relativity existing there. 

A good ©sample showing the fact-.? that learning XnrolYm 

th@ entire mrmm system .rather than a special external pe-

riphery Is the fact that © ne learns to write with on© hand, 

usually, but upon retiaest can writ® wife the opposite hand, 

with the toi> in the sand, with the elbow is dsst, or with the 

whole body with a point®? attached to it, or iB&ybe in a sky • 

writing plane* transfer of sensations from the ©ut«n®®*M to 

the visionary la witnessed when someone recoil sses the arable 

figure w8# whan someone <alae dr&wa it across his t»®H*. 

Anything to which the organism responds is 

material, for the organism responds to so-called 

material• Only a stimulus that provokes no reaction at all 

could toe ealled meaningless material mder the fields theory# 

The way a child rs physical organism la tmlt say well 

serve as a basic pattern for all later forms of development 
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which may be exhibited. Perceptual growth, or method by which 

one becomes intimately acquainted with the details of a visual 

object, reveals a parallel that Is almost too perfect to to# 

true. 

The growth of the embryo to the fetus, then the child,, 

then the adult, ©wives from the undifferentiate*!, homogeneous 

form to the higher, heterogeneous features of the specie* Sim-

ilarly, in the process oellad learning there occurs the pro-

gression fro® the relatively undifferentiated stage to a a w e 

elaborate, refined condition. 

Growth begins with the larger ©eaters ©utw&rd-»ftrnys be-

fore the hands, backbone before the ribs* An adolescent will 

state that psychology "has something to do with the mind.0 

this crude picture of the subject is refined by one who has 

had a course in psychology. The specialist is highly differ-

entiating in all aspects of psychology* 

One task of teaching that assumes more significance in 

the light of the previous discussion is that of enabling stu-

dents to s*e differences in aspects in which they previously 

saw only similarities and to perceive likenesses where"they . 
15 

formerly saw only differences* 

It can be seen fro® the foregoing discussion that with 

the many varied schools of learning, all scientific and em-

pirical but differing in conclusions, that at the present 

%& ' ' 
George W* Har-taann, ^ieM-tfceory of Learning and./Its 

Educational Coiiaemiences, * Hat. Soo. tm the ̂ tudy of -£&•» 
Fert E, XLI (1942), 165-805. < 
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stag# of psychological findings, a© infallible theory of 

learning can be ascertained* 

Although no on* theory of Inarming can be set asldt as 

perfeet, for practical, educational purposes the field-theory 

is accepted by the majority, because of the fact of ita in-

herent nature, being somewhat a philosophy of the natural 

world* Hext, we shall consider tha practical implications of 

learning aat at Ida by noted educators as criteria of teaching, 

la regard to transfer of training, Daahiell states that 

from the fast fsnount of studies la transfer It is found that 

"the transferring effect is found to lie in thoee aspeots ia 

which there is some sort of identity in the field of training 

and the field of transfer-*.identical material wed, or method# 

employed, or viewpoint maintained.* Educational theory in 

which transfer looms large represents m educational philosophy 

which emphasises the object of learning as the acquiring of 

general principles and w«a more as the acquiring of attitudes 
%A 

and Ideals, rather than facts and skills* 

HeCotmell cites two or three writers* definition# ftf the 

nature of motivation. Allport thinks that instead of being 

purely innate and ehenging during life, motivation is an elab-

orate process of learning intervening between the organic 

wants of infancy and the cultural wants of adulthood, involv-

ing all manner of linguistie, imagined, and rational factors 

16J. *. Dashiell, "Relation of the Principles of .̂ earning 
to College Instruction,w Sat. SQQ. $t Co£* 'Peach* & 
Yearbook 27 (1939), p. 91. 
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that ultimately transfora the ae®«iental cravings of infancy 

Into desires having no longer any functional connection with 

thera, but holding in their mm right an autonomous plaaa in 

peraonal life. 

Woodworth defines motivation not as a force or source of 

energy hat simply activities which are started hut not ytft 

finished. It la the goal or and raault that aata as a direc-

tive in behavior, The raaationa whieh are learned ara those 

which ara instrumental to the attainment of tha goal, fha 

mora worthwhile tha goal to tha individual tha greater tenalon 

it will ereate, and tha More energised the efforts to attain 

it will bm. It la not the instructorfs goals for whieh the 

atudant strives, although his own motivation may he Modified 

by proas lire of the ina true tor • 

A atudy at Yale University revealed that one of the reasons 

many students mad® choices of study inconsistent with their 

real aptitudes and interest® is the faet that they ean see no 

relation between their vocational goals and tha prescribed 

aouraaa they take* Aa a result* the colleges are basoning 

more vocationally centered, realising that stoat students ara 

greatly motivated by their concern for an occupation. Antioeh 

College has proposed to unify the humanities and theseienoes* 

the' vocational and the cultural, the practical and the beauti-

ful, and the good and the necessary. Also, fhorndike has dis-

covered that adulta remember useless or uninteresting -infor-

mation less than information regarded as interesting or important. 
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• '• At many colleges, such as the University of Minnesota, 

th& students are teaching the faculty that th@y get better • • 

siting anil' faster growth In power to writ® when the themes 

eome out of important, direct needs and Interest® of the stu* 

dent# themselves, i.e., writing necessary 1 otters or themes 

for other courses which will suffioe for IMglisfe themes, ete. 

Another factor of motivation la the stimulus of" th<r • 

knowledge of proves® and success in. am endeavor, pponidsd 

the task challenges on®fs abilities* Activism la a good mo* 

tivating fftctor—changing someesfchetl© lectures <to' painting,-

listening'"to records, sculpturing* efco.^ . •: . • 

* " Tersonallty Is certainly a major faotor to .consider In 

effecting a supreme learning- situation, Ruth Strang lists • 

several reasons for the apparent lack of concern for guidance 

of graduate atudants % (1) assumption that graduate students ^ 

la the undergraduate education received all the personnel sar» 

vlee they neededj (2) loose organisation of the graduate school$ 

(5) failure to understand needs of the graduate student for 

guidance| and (4) conviction that a graduate' student can and 

should solve his own problems, personal and professional* -

fhaat assumptions about undergraduate sendees ,ira -fai* f»m 

true to the real situation. Most of them ©re "lisad#<jtiate,:$M , 

preparing atudants for graduate level maturity a# is assumed. 

•••17 . . . , 
• f» 1, MoConnell, "Relation* of Soilage Xisstruitioa ;to 

Interests and Motivation, * ibid., pp. 108»10, ll$»18$-;tJgi*8f* 
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Very little 1# ion# to orientate a graduate.student to hie 

new educational experience on the professors* parts * . lost 

help is received from olassms tea, f r i #nds , . and foraer atudanta. 

According to.Hard there are•four reasons for graduate student 

failurei (X) student responsibility, (0), responsibility of' in-

struction, (35 environmental factors, sad C4) inadequate p M * 

vious preparation.*® 

Hartaiann defines personality ass "This integrated organ-

ization ©f all the pervasive char meter is ties, of an individual 

aa it manifests itself in focal distinctness to others is the 

phenomenon of personality." 

Behind the admonitions to devalop the whole child lie® 

the recognition that tha "human personality in its individual 

uniquenessn ia the larger whole under which all the details • 

of pedagogy must b® swayed* •'•'•" 

Lewis, Lippett and White organised a group of Iowa boys 

in thre® jdifferent ways—autocratic # laissez-faire, and deaa-

oeratie• Tha most undesirable reactions occurred most often 

in the autocratic setup, while tha bait contribution® to tho 

group and tha beat co-operation were evidenced in the' d«o* • 

cratic grouping, and the laissez-faire effected a reaction bo* 

twaen autocrat!© and democratic# ' '•••••• 

. 18luth Strang, "Graduate PersonnelServices,® " Jit, 
for tha Study of B&.« L (1951), 85, 95» 
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Til® circuastsnces of classroom lift (along with ita ad-

juncts, such as office interviews, group study, and inToraal 

caapua gathering#) constitute the aatrix out of which full** 

blown attitudes toward self, the school, *the life of res^on,* 

"authority," "inferiors,n fallows and associates emerge. • 

Statistical comparison of the larga olass lecture group 

and small discussion type group in psychology -is- cited in 

tha Journal of Psychology* It was shown that the 'larga#. lecture 

group had a higher average in gradas than tha saallar group# 

This •way ba dua to mora preparation of the laeturer—mor • 

sleep and better attention; tha faet that ha was a batter I@©« 

turar than the discussion leaderf or that not so much "chaw* 

ing of tha fat" by students goes od in a larga leotur* olass» 

Authorities in psychology agrs© that worry, fear, and 

compulsion { even though olid) if continued long enough are 

potent contributor# to mental weakness, emotional instability, 

and personality destruction, ranging from slight abnoraality 

to institutional insanity. 

So©e unsatisfactory personality influences are!; (1) au-

thority of doainanoe, (2) authority of power,. (3) authority 

of affection ( If c I deserve your liking, X claim jam obe-

dience }, (4) authority of fear (doing it from fear of 

19' ' 
11 chard Wellington. Bis band, nA Statistical Comparison , 

©f the Sfficacy of Large Lecture Versus Smaller Recitation 
Sectional Upon Achievement In General Psychology, ** Journal 
of Psychology, XXXI (1961), 
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flunking), (5) authority of ®xp®x>tn&S3 ("You know less about 

tiiis than If you*11 benefit toy following my adviceJ• 

However, two good methods'©f authority are« (1) authority 

of tlm situation—like swerving an auto to ml&& an object! and 

(2) authority of probable oonsequences—ftctlng only after eare-

ful consideration of all natural consequences• ' ' 

fhe first fiv®ppersonality influences listed are hataful 

to the personality while tha last two (although Idealistic) 

are constructive to good personality* ffhile sot at tha ««&» 

Plata mercy of tha teacher *s ecmmndB, tha personality under-

goes .some modification by tha innumerable incidental lewm*-. 
00 

ings allied with tha teaching process itself. 

- It seems proper to be a little mora specific in consider* 

ation of graduate education* Fundamental anawera to question* 

such as "lhat learning axpariences shall b© usad to attain the 

educational objectives, and how shall thes# eaepari©»©#•' be or-

ganised?require knowledge of methods of Inquiry in many fields 

of study--aoeiology, sociometry, and psychology. fher#f«r©# 

graduate study in education should not be confined to the de-

partment of education* Students of administration* £&& instance, 

can benefit fren sociology* political scitac# end economics• 

Three theories of mlim in existence today are as fol-

lows: First, 'the ecclesiastical 'viewpoint ir that values • 

• ̂ deorge W* Hartia&m, "Relation of the Learning Activities 
in College to the of Ferson&lity, n fat* Soc » - of 
Col* Teach* of Ed*, Yearbook 27 (1939), pp. 97~9S, iTÊ lOBT 
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com® from divine revelation and *?• mchaagisg. Second,. the 

classical theory holds that values inhere from human ideas and 

culture • Third, the scientific theory maintains that m l m a 

•re constantly changing end adjusting, and that education Is 

«u on-going, continually changing process • .This last theory 

implies that it la less Important t© leam values than it la 

for one to learn how theories are derived# this should be 

one of the moat important pheaea of graduate work.^ 

Xra graduate training, contact with both theory and practice 

la important* Practice without theory to help get beneath th® 

surface is chaotic and haphazard. theory without the check of 

practice becomes pure speculation. Education, unlike moat of 

the sciences* is a parposeful huaan enterprise with ends that 

are consciously willed, To study education la to study both 

ends and neana • Unfortunately, the greatest weakness of edu-

cation, is a lack of comprehensive knowledge regarding its 

im' 

true ends and means. 

According to McGonnell, some of the general requirements 

of graduate schools are "fuddy-duddy anachronisms.* Mastery 

where mastery is needed is a defensible demand. The language 

requirements, for instance, should either be abolished or left 

up to the individual department to decide* the real, intended 

George f. Reaner, "Research as - Educational acfNtf&ft***,« 
Teach.. Sol. Bee.. LIIZ (Aprils 1958), S@S-.T4, 

8$ ' 
Balph W. Tyler, •functions of the G-reduat©• Departments 

of Schools of Education," SSSi. h <1951), 11S-1®, 118-21. -
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use for forelgp language study is waning, causing strict si* 

herence to the old standard to be highly questionable* 

The research worker who trachea in a graduate school 

taaohaa two kinda of career man--the researcher and the praeti-

oal profession®! man. No matter bow expert the researcher is 

in research, when ha tarns teacher ha is benefited by close 

eontaet, observational, at least, with problesui related to his 

field of interest* Therefore, there should be olose oo-operation, 

rather than isolation, between scientific and professional ed-

ucation, The seientifie, as a servioe to the professional 

study, should survey the professional field and seleet problems 

worthy of study and solution* The professional should period-

ioally study in the seientifie laboratory. At present the 

Doctor of Education ©egpre® waives the language requirement and 

substitute® a massive paper in place of the dissertation. The 

professional educator claims that the Doctor of Fhilosophy 

Degree prepares on® for teething and research, whereas %im 

Doctor of B&uoation Begree prepares one for practice. Just 

m the Dootor of Medloine Degree prepares one for medical 

practice, while the Dootor of Philosophy Degree in medicine 

prepares one for researeh or teaching. 

It Is a good idea for the education department to have 

education professors with wide backgrounds in relative dig* 

eiplines • . There is a. great need for interdisciplinary co-

operation in research. Lewin began this praetiee at 
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Massachuaetta Institute of feelmoUtgy* which has bean emulated 

at Harvard, University of Michigan, and University of Minna* 

. 23 sota. 

lee or ding to Freeman* the idea of "©vary teacher a re* 

se&rah worker" la failtastl© and retards the admneei&ent of 

fundamental research# &•»« than on® half of the doctors tik 

education ever publish additional dissertation® • Sa#a»̂''«ria 

training is append too thin mong tha mass #f graduate students 

and not eoneentrated on tha few who really have promise of @@»* 

timing in tha raaearoh field. the part-time research work so 

common among in*serrlee tesohers 1# not sufficient for 'tlw> re-

a ear eh workers * training, More time for uninterrupted study 
04 

and research should be taken for research training* 

With respect to graduate work In education, 

proposed % 

(1) Graduate work in education for the M* A* degree 
should be m extension of undergraduate study- in 
this departmentj because i 
(a) fh© greatest need of the student is e broader 

knowledge of the implications of the 
underlying education. 

(b) fhe time is toe short for affeotira research 
work • 

(2) fh# work for the Doctor's degree in education. 
ahould be apportioned as follow!I ©n©~thlrd in 
education proper| one-third in psychology ant -
biology} and ©n#-third in social sciences, be- -
causet 

23, McDonnell, ̂ Organisation VIthin the• University of 
Graduate Work in Education, * ISSI. & (1951) , \ ;; 

®*Fi»*»k 1* Freemsn, "leans and lads in tha Sclent if ie 
Study of Education,* IISSJL 2» (1961), 48-S1. 
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(a) Education Is an applied Bolence* 
Am It involves in almost equal d&gtm. the • • 

basal sciences named. ' 
(3) Graduate work ill education should be dominated 

by the idea of research but of a connected 
rether.then of « deteehed character, beeausa 
chief aim of the student should be to learn 
through research, rather than to contribute 
through researoh. Vital problaws are mora edu-
cative and inspiring than secondary or inslg* 
nifiaant ones. 

(4) Th# minors should, so far as possible, be studied 
with thair educational appli@ati.on 
than as pur® sciences, - -

(5) the Doctor*s thasis should, of course, ba upon til' 
educational theme, but so far as possible be 
based upon ona or mora of tha fundamental sciences; 
baoausa the whole graduate course is best unified 
Ixi this 'way# 

(6) The course of tha graduate student in education 
should, aside from tha thesis, be fairly well 
distributed over the important fields and focused 
upon such studies as history and principles of 
education, administration, etc.25 

Buehner sums up the difference between graduate and un-

dergraduate work as follows s 

Hhat is known about education is tha excuse , 
for teaching it, and it is because of the ignorance 
of the undergraduate (as future citlsen and teacher) 
that this teaching should be performed# What we 
do not know about education is reason enough for 
graduate work, in the sense that advance in instruc-
tion finally becomes research.26 • ; 

In explaining the fleld*theory of learning, Hfcrtmssm 

lists some pedagogical implications and teaching conclusions• 

He states that a general rule for teaching is to always 

^Charles DeGavmo, "What Should be the Difference Between 
Graduate and tSidergraduate Work in Education?* Mat. got# 
Col. Teach, of jgd., Monograph I®. 11 (1912), ppTl8-T97 

iSdwerd F. Buohner, *«hat Should be the Difference Between 
Graduate and Undergraduate Work In Education?9 ibid., p. 9. 

mailto:appli@ati.on
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consider the whole situation, before responding* Specifically, 

this means: (!) not teaching anything about .Afgjbanistan un-

til it has been properly plaoad in its Aliatie background} (2) 

stressing the essential* of an act and not its trimmings; (5) 

placing every experience, old or new, into ft® larger setting. 

1 fellow who knows five facts in their correct perspective 

may know more about a subject than one who knows twenty facts 

which are not significant and in tha whole perspective* 

She distinction between frequency or amount of inf orma-

tion about .a problem and the focal grouping of such knowledge 

is tha difference between effective and ineffective organise* 

tion of materiel• lot being .able to see the forest for the 

trees is bad learning. Perspective can be attained from sen-

sitivity to interrelations* fhe only way to develop to * 

higher synthesis is to adopt a systematic attitude of seeing 

©vents and properties la their togetherness * 

Of course, not all classroom activities can be conducted 

In the form of complete, basic perspective to the field of 

learning* 

According to the field-theory on the following points a 

conviction approaches certaintyt 

(1) fhat learning is best motivated by goals established 
or accepted by the learner as a result of his needs• 

C2) Th?»t impressions correlation, and expression are . 
all required before a complete learning act occurs, 

(3) l'het project learning and systematic course learn-
ing are not irreconcilable antteonies but appro-
priate to different levels of maturity in the con* 
tent involved* 
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(4) that motivation follow* th# princlpl# of functional 
autonomy, i.e., any act, one® begun, is carried 
forward by Its own incompleteness and future refer-
ence to other emerging goals without constant r#~ 
llance upon the original impulse. 

' (5) fhat interest depends upon some congruency between 
th® activity or stimulus and th# existing p©m@ft«* 
ality organization of th# 1earner, and that without 
this condition, instruction should not be attempted 
If it »#efc® to be #fficl#»t* 

(©) fhat th# process of a slov or gradual organisation 
th# alow' transition from a w®r»4 to a betterstate 
of affair®# from a bad to a good gestalt, la Just 
as important for th# psychology of meaningful learn-
ing as la th# "sudden'8 flash of insight* 

(7) That th# conditions of learning should provide op-
portunliy f©r th# oontlnuous modification m & 
©hang# of th# patt#rn of respoos#* 

(8) That parts and wholes are never absolut##, for 
every whole is a part of some larger whol# and 
awry part, a whol# of acme smaller part* 

(9) That -present learning la l#aa d#p#nd#nt upon pre-
, vious experience or th# adequacy of earlier skills 
and information than upon th# clarity, field 
prop#rti#a, and oxcellence of organisation of th# 
learning material itself* 

(10) That th® orgaMsm's purposes decide for it when it 
shall consider anything a# learned* 

(11) fhat errors are usually testimony that th# task is 
too severe for th# learner*a grade level of ma- • 
turation and that material should be so graded or 
placed that a minimum of mistakes ©ccwr* 

(18) That creativity and originality are commoner aiaong 
cMldren and ell persons than educator© usually 
believe, and feat t, field viewpoint toward spon-
taneous behavior and productivity can heighten 
the, pi sine of performance in th#s# areas • 

(13) fhat orientation, survey, and general education' 
courses harmonize best with the nature of th® 
early mental development, but that' specialised 
courses are justified when growth has proceeded 
suffiai#ntly via differentiation. 

(14) That forgetting is -an active process# probably 
involving th® loss of . an item*# place in sora# 
memory fr«a#work* " 

(13) That th# more systematized our experiences gr#»- ' 
the less likely w® ar# to forgot any of them* 

(16) That transfer is real and positive, and ha# no 
limits save those imposed by nature of the world 
in which the pertinent configurations ar# found, 



i#e»» some patterns occur frequently and others . 
&X # 

(1?) That mueh rather than many should t»# the peda-
gogue fs curricular watchword • 

(18) That pupil choice rests upon tot fact; that eaoh 
human body is m independent energy system with 
its own special requirements and that sueh pref» 
erenoe should dictate edue&tlonal policy save . 
where the organism itself or other organisms 
would clearly Be damaged thereby. 

(19) That values end facts are both renlitiai in human 
experience and Inter twine in ©very situation we 
face. 

(20) That Matthew Arnold's eulogy of Sophocles as one •. 
who "saw life steadily and saw It whole* remains 
a valid picture of the end toward which personality 
growth should constantly by directed.4' 

Suwaypy 

From fee preceding chapter the following general eon-* 

elusions are made* 

. 1. In setting qp criteria for evaluating instruction of 

educational administration a sound theory of learning is help-

ful in setting up curriculum and methods* '. . 

2* At present there has been found no Infallible 'theory 

of learning, but the field-theory is defended by mmj as being 

the most comprehensive and promising theory, having the best 

possibility of harmonizing with the laws of all natural phe-

nomena* / 

3« At present, the two main opposing fiaailles of liiwniflft 

theory are the essoeistionists end the' field-theorists, dif-

fering mainly in five aspects: a) envir onaentall s* versus 

^7H©rtmpnn# ^Field-theory of Learning and Its Educational 
CoxueqoeneeSf * »3SB> XLI (1942), 204-8• 
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nativisa, b) nature of wholes versus parts, o) reaction ver-

sua cognition, d) mechanism versus dynamic equillibrlua, and 

e) historical versus contemporary causation* 

4« The field-theorista believe that there are different 

types of learning bat that a valid theory must reconcile these 

different aspects, such us cognitions, manual skills., and 

motivations• They base this contention upon the premise that 

learning concerns not Just a part but the whole nervous system 

5* Although, at present, there has been found no learning 

theory that is infallible or upon which all can agree, there 

have been found many valuable facts about the different aspects 

of learning, such as motivation, transfer, etc*, which are of 

practical mine and will necessarily have to suffice as teach-

ing criteria tan til better findings are made# 

6. Personality factors of the teachers as well as the 

pupils are important aspects of the effective teaching whole* 

In fact, as important as methods, perhaps* is the relation* 

ship between the ̂  personalities of the teacher and pupil* 

?• A proper attack upon the learning problem must lnelude 

studies in the different fields of sociology, soclometry, 

psychology, apis tautology, philosophy, history, and biology# 

Since education Is neither * pure nor a natural science, Its 

ends being self •willed. It is a product of all the -shove . 

mentioned schools of discipline* 
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8* DeOarrao stressed that the meter's level of graduate 

work should largely consist of a continuation of 'u&d«vgr*d* 

utte, broadening c ours as, rather than a highly specialised 

course requiring * contribution from the student to the edu-

cational field, • 

9* Hsrtmenn stresses that learning Is best motivated toy 

goal® established or accepted. by the learner as a result of -

hia f that present learning la lass dependent upon pre-

vious experience or th© adequacy of earlier skills' then upon 

the clarity, field properties, and excellence of the orgafcl*** 

tion of the learning materiel itself; and that orientation, 

swrvey, and general education courses harmonize best with th® 

nature of. the early mental development, but that specialised 

courses' are justified when growth has prooecded sufficiently 

via differentiation. 



CHAPfBR III 

DispiNifioN AH» Immmmm® OF 
D3M0CBATIC LEADERSHIP 

fhe fact that leadership ability is essential to 

public school administration, it is assiwed, could hardly be 

questioned* But defining satiafactorily the term leadership; 

explaining whether ©r not leadership ability can be acquired, 

and if a©, bow it can bast be taughtj and showing what kind 

of ltadership Is necessary for administrators is th® purpose 

of thia chapter. 

Befor® delving into th® aharaetar of leadership, it seen* 

prop®r to eonaidar tha probability of learning or iaproving 

leadership traits• 

Eiehler, la M s dissertation on leadership* states that 

if leaders are bora* and not sade, there is nothing the m % m l 

can do to increase the number of good leaders• Fortunately, 

contrary to earlier studies, later findings •aphasia* the en-

vironment *a equal Importance to heredity in good leadership* 

The findings listed by Kiehler show that many traits of a 

good leader ar® acquired.1 

Pennc 
theais .Jmca , , — 

(1994)* p. 41* 
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Another researcher, Heiaan, states that It se«Rts to to® a 

general agreement among experts that leadership traits ©a» 

be learned and enhanced by training* Also> there is agree-

ment that this leadership enhancement cannot be accomplished 

appreciably through mere reading #nd lectures m leadership* 

Heither is experience in leadership, alone, sufficient# Ex-

perience can heat be utilized as a learning factor when it is 

done in thorough lenderstending of the actions* fhsn experience 

wwt be critically evaluated* For beat learning of leadership, 

orientation aust come first* than comes experience. followed 

by isaediste ©rltlsal evaluation*® 

©ther references will be el ted later and studies ©f learn** 

ing leadership sill be conaidared* But before that, it • seens 

wore appropriate to consider sore closely the term leadership 

in its varied espects• 

Koviewing the literature of leadership, Meager and iialth 

have given a good orientation survey on leadership definitions 

and classifications« Experience and general obeervation show 

that there are two types of leaders—first, the faee~to-fae© 

type and second, the i ndlreet type who deals with his followers 

through other individuals % through the printed psgej and 

through creative protections of art, painting, wml®§ and 

sculpture.. 

8 
FrspldLm S« Balsa®, Qroup 

lastly (3.961}» p£„ 219»20« 
-and 
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Wherever groups exist there will fee leaders, no matter 

how critical or how peaceful - the situation* Writer® ©a the 

subject hare divided under three different headings of leader-

ship » 

1* tader leadership as myth or fiction, kloyd claims 

that leadership, though indefinable in space and time, la not 

necessarily unreal• Barnes claims that the time of great 

leaders such as Horace Mann, Greeley, and Beecher is past 

forever# 

2. Under leadership as a ooaposlte of traits in an lndl* 

vidual, Larson sums up leadership as the composite of person* 

ality traits, training, and experience} although each does 

not funetlon equally In different types of situations. Cowley 

describes leadership as a complex of raany traits fashioned 

together as a unity. Arguing the specificity of leadership, 

he claims that successful leaders must possess traits demanded 

by the particular situation in which they function. •' 

Binghasi says the leader is the individual In the group 

who possesses the greatest mssber of desirable trslts of char-

acter or the individual who can iiaprov© the aiost by twining 

and experience• lash claims that real leadership is the abll-

ity to change the want® and conduct of other people. These 

definitions support the popular conception that leaders are 

bom and not made# 

3. Under leadership as a result of a stimulus frost a 

group sociologists, in particular, hold this contention. 
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Barnard has described leadership as essentially » process of 

focusing the attention and releasing the energies of the fol-

lowers • The leaders end those led ere activeted by a mutual 

inter-stimulation. 

Bowman says that leadership is so vague and broad that '• 

It ii a relative aspect based upon the individual differences 

In ability end specific training in any given situation* 

Mndeaaan define# a leader as an individual whose rati ©null za«* 

tions, judgments, and feelings are accepted by the group as a 

basis for belief and'action* Hayes has suggested that leader-

ship is largely a aatter of creating in the followers the 

most desirable attitudes# 

Direct leadership is an interaction process In which m 

individual usually through the medium of speech, influences 

the behtvlor of others toward a particular end# fh®re^*3?e 

four main factors which tend to influence strongly leadership 

behavior—the type of Job to fee done, the leader1 s personality, 

the personality of the followerst and the sanction* at 'the 
% 

leader *s disposal« 

In studying approximately 1000 British aea of genius# 

Francis Galton concludes that nan's natural abilities-are in-

herited under the same laws and limitations as are the physical 

features of the whole organic world* After atuding HfM2.. 

French men of letters, Odin concludes that neither genius nor 

3lbia.. pp* 28-25. 
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opportunity, alone ( esm make great ®@n, The educational en* 

vironment 1® the real factor in developing genius • 

' foods, studying 833 royal men of Europe, finds heredity 

to account for approximately ninety per cent of intellectual 

achievement. Cattell, studying th* different percentages of 

genius' per 1000 in different states of to® m i ted States, 

agrees with Odin's conclusion and opposes those who hold sci-
4 

©ntlfic perforate® in heredity. 

Although ex tens I've studies have be@n made about the 

aspects of leadership) confirmed, ccsqprehensive findings are 

still in the growing stage. 

Morris and Seaman, in setting up a p&radigia for the m l * 

ysis of leadership, stresses the feet that group and individual 

variables usually considered in leadership studias may be 

viewed'in five different waysi (l) m results of the leader*« 

behavior} (2) as concomitantsj (3) as determinersj (4) a# 

conditioners of the leader 's behavior) and (5) as criteria 
g 

for evaluation. 

Cowlet makes a distinction between leaders and •headrawa." 

Leaders haw » program end are moving toward an objective 

with their groups • WSm$mmt
n having no program, are merely 

administrators• 

~ 4Henry tester Smith and Levi «, Kreuger, «m0f Swam®** 
of the Literature in Leadership,® Bull. SfJ|. ©£ jjfi., Indiana 
University, IX, lo, 4 <1953), 9-11, 14-177^ 

5Richard T. Morris end Kelvin Seaman, "the Problem of 
Leadership, an Interdisciplinary Approach," LVI, 
Journal of Sociology (1951), 149. 
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Smith contrasts the %onar ehia 1 "wi th th® scientific 

leader# The former Is a loader by power of authority over 

tli® Ignorance of M a follewara, while the latter*a chief trait 

Is based upon scientific facts. The former leader i« an %1XW 

or nmm@v • leader, whareaa the latter 1® leader la M s field 

of specialization and follower in other fields* /•• 

Chapin eoaplaina about th# fact that sost people uphold 

the military type of leader at th® pattern for ipiaal© leaders • 

Se stresses the difference between the military leader, who 

oentera followerahlp around him and his program, and'the 

aoeialised leadership which atrassaa leadership around a worth-

while program or movement, rather than a personality. . fh@ pm*> 

gram than can go on when the leader leaves• 

From the sociological standpoints, Sanderson and Safe 

.list four types of leaders i (1) ate tie leaders —including 

successful businessman who hate reached dlatlnetion not neces-

sarily by their leaderahip meritsj (2) executive leaders— 

military, labor, or political leadera who led asinly by fovea 

and authority} (3) profeaaional 1 eadars-•*'teachers, elergTpaan, , 

social workers, not naceaaarily hating the most popular 

vote of the group but hired to be a stimulus to members of 

the group (incidentally, he should discover and train the 

real,.natural leadera of the group); end (4) group laada#s«* 

the planner and spokesman of the group, getting his position 

by virtue of hia real merits required for M s position* 
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Meyerson express®® the belief that traits of a le&d®r are 

determined by the group that is ltd and the task that is per-

formed# Si usually has hie ear to the ground and listens for 

tli# way which, men deair# to be ltd* The success of the leader 

depends in no small part ©a his follower® and their emena-

bility to discipline. ' .. . 

Persons point out that the qualities of a leadar as de-

manded by a specific situation are themselves the product of 

a succession ©f earlier situations which haw developed these 

traits in the leader. In other words, m leader cannot be a 
: # : 

leader, in any and ell circumstances • . ; 

Pro® a review of literature, Xreuger and Smith list 

eight personality traits considered essential to good leader-

ship t 

1# Knowledge —thethsr fornal education or acquired faots 

through experience, the real leader usually knows 'ty.wM q? 

more about the particular situetion as any follower# 

8. Abundance of physical and nervous energy—Gal«n©ss 

in stress end courage to take risks gala esteem in boys* gangs• 

la higher culture, the ability to undergo long hours of work 

is necessary* 

S, Icithusiasm—He must hsve vision to see the value end 

.purpose of a worthwhile cause and expose all his f#li#»6i*» 

to his contagious exuberance# 

ft " ' ' 
Smith and Kreugsr, op« clt.» pp. tCMtt* MU- ... 
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4* Originality—Be sees all problems and possible solu-

tions and chooses th# best solution* He M s the ability to " 

organise M i behavior in the light of the demands of the situ-

ation* Originality it sJcln to youth—having -to willingness 

to take a chance• 

5* Initiative—?his is akin to originality but pertains 

more to self-driven acceptance of responsibili ty• ' ' ' 

6. Imagination—Leadership is both & science and an art* 

ii a science the leader must know the desires of M s followers* 

tha psychological and social aspects of the situation, and 

the skills in dealing most effectively with his followers* Is 

an arty leadership requlraa Imagination. Without tM.s# one 

is subject solely to his immediate environment. Tha leader is 

able to see through tha eyes of his followers and gain an in-

sight into their desires and aspirations• • 

1, Purpose—& consistent idea or end is always- in the 

leader fs forefront* Be realises that the best eo-operatlen 

of the group is attained when there Is a purposej thus : et** 

operative-partioipation of the' group helps to give them * 

purpose* 

6* Persistence—1fhe ability and energy to continue • mo-

notonous* repetitious tasks under the recognition of the vital 

Importance of the matter as a means to the goal* 

Speed of Beds ion 

Some writers believe a quick survey of the situation 

followed by a quiok, plausible solution is worth *ore# even 
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if wrong, than to vacillate between two or three solutions • 

Then, tlx social traits are added to tha list of personality 

traits—tact, sympathy, faith~ln~tha~others~snd~self, patience, 
m 

prastige, and ascendance-submission. 

Halm act lists eight quail tlas of an effective demoeratie 

group laadar t (1) a well~adjusted personality that la not too 

©actional* (8) a basic respect and concern for other human 

beings (social sensitivity, ©xtroversion and belief In the 

value of the individual}j (3) sensitivity to the basic trends 

and moods of the groupf (4) reasonable .knowledge of the problems 

discussed; (5) faellity in verbalizing the idaaa of tho group; 

(0) reasonable restraint (not ldea-eunuchisa but stating opin-

ions in ;a tactful, objective m x b m m f to prevent faction*)> <"?) 

vitality) (3) mellowness (courageous, daring and' a sense of 
' 8 

humor is good in aoaents of stress and conflict) • Tbii list 

seems to be somewhat more comprehensive In democratic leader-

ship trait* than the previous good Hat* 

Satage analysed the works of eminent psychologists and 

teachers in the field of education such ast Tralle, Bogardus, 

Hosa, M m m t Home, Brigga, Marsh, Stewart, Zelany, Hutting, 

and WajBitn, and found that the majority of them agree on th® 

following oharacteriatlcs as being essential to the success~ 

ful leader—iraagination, emotion, intelligence, intuition, 

self^control, sincerity, and faith in the cause* 

pp. 28-58, ®Haiiaan, <g£« dt.. pp. 187-8, 
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Kichler in tola dissertation has summed up the leadership 

traits obtained from his s w # y reading, condensed according 

to the essential traits found by Stngi'* finding* Tk& re-

gression correlation of each 'trait shows Its relative iiapro* 

tanee t Individuality .2563, Persistence .2329, Height #2067, 

Self control *1811, Social adaptability *1896 Scholarship 

•11SS, Vitality .0991, Social intelligent* *0979, Intelligent® 

9 

*0616, Ascendenee -.0560, and Voice »*1180* • • • 

After reviewing the literature on leadership definitions, 

Hemphill concludes that a definition of leadership must in-

clude both the chares teriaties of the social situation and 

the characteristics of the individual* fhe quality of the 

leader depends upon the proximity of his characteristics and 

those demanded by the group* 

Stogdill's review ©f leadership literature has brought 

together under five main headings the most prominent qualities 

of. leadersi (I) Capacity (intelligence, alertness,. verbal 

facility, originality, mad judgment) j (£} Achievement (scholar-

ship, knowledge, and athletic accomplishments)| ($} Responsi-

bility (dependability, initiative, persistence* aggressiveness, 

self "confidence, and the desire to excel}} (4) Participation 

(activity, sociability, co-operation, adaptability and humor )j 

and (5) Status refers to socio-economic position and popularity. 

• 9- ' 

Blehlar, OP* clt., pp* 30, 56. 
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At this level of ©bstractness Stogdlll *s swaary is in com-

plete with, Brown's theoretical analysis of leadership, 

based upon the fl#ld*th«0retiir«l approach to s oe i al phenomena • 

Law 1, *fjw successful leader must possess membership character 

in the group he is attempting to leadn (Partielpatton} * 'lia,w''8» 

"fee leader must realize the field structure. Only when U s > 

leadership falls in with this, is he successful* (Capacity)• 

Law S, **fhe leader must represent a region of high potential 

in th« social field* (Status achievement) • 'Law 4, %eallf suc-

cessful leaders realise the long time trends in field struc* 

te#B (Capacity). Law 5, leadership increases in potency at 

tha cost of decrease in freedcaa of leadership11 (Adaptability)« 

The Personnel Hesearch Board of the Ohio State University 

used three di*ciplines —psychology, sociology, and teohonla*** 

to study axeeutii* leadership* Aftar reviewing leadership 

literature, the group agreed to accept the following approach 

to leadership i (1) tejent for the time being the traits-

approach# Stogdill of the group states in his review of the 

literature that leadership is not a Matter of passim status 

nor of mere possession ©f combination of traits# "It #jppeara 

rather, to be a working relationship among Members of a group, 

in which, tea leader acquires status through active participa-

tion and demonstration of M s capacity for carrying ;c-p*i##ratiiNft 

taste/through to completion.* Answers to 

10 
John K. Hemphill, Situational factors in Leadership> 

Doctor fs dissertation, Ohio Stat® Univers!ty (1949), pp. ©**8# 
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which condition social participation, Insight; Into situations, 

aood control, responsibility and transferability of leader-

ship froai one situation, to another are not only basic to an 

adequate understanding of tlx© personal qualifications of 

leaders but ©Iso to any effective training for leadership, (t) 

They igrtod to study leadership a® it was, without saying 

whether it ia good or bad, (3) Leadership should ba studied 

from its broad relationships and epproaches * . 

In order to study laadarship from the grcmr*angle* tow* 

teen dimensions have been set up which can ba used to Pat® the 

group with which a leader works J autonomy » control, tl cog! bl li ty , 

hadonia tone, homogeneity, intimacy, participation, p#r»ea» 

bility, polarisation, potency, sise, stability# stratification, 

and viscidity* 

On® conclusion substantiated in one or more studies, end 

not invalidated by any, is'"Leadership behavior can ba described 

reliably and la such terms that behavioral differences can ba 

shown in quantitative terms «* Another is that gpcup and staff 

relations can be described in quantitative terms and can be 

outlined in deaenalons quite independent of each other. Sea* 

munications, an Importent factor in leadership, Is t subject 

that can b® studied, evaluated, and approved. Status attitude® 

of leaders and subordinates have a great deal to do with 

fectlve leadership. 
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lh±« board also presented an approach to leadership with 

a study of Individuals, group or 'staffand the culture la 
11 

which both are found* 

The preceding discussion shows thet idem® of leadership 

have coos fro* the stag* In which leadership ability was sagos-

thin® mysteriously liumte, through ths period In which leader* 

ship was visualised as a eostp©alt® of detached traits, down 

to the prevalent idea that good leadership Is dependent not 

only upon special personal qualities but upon the proper re-

lationships between the leader and the led m m integrated 

whole,* Heretofore, leadership has been considered in the dis-

cussion ®a a generalized, universal entity, but now it raay be 

valuable to consider it from a different angle• 

Leadership Is not a universally q u a l i t a t i v e entity but 

is a relative quality Just m autocracy and democracy are not 

parts of the same form of rule,.but ere relative, In fact, op* 

posing. Consequently, m distinction should be made between 

the types of leadership Intended for study.*2 Since Aaerlcsjft 

Society Is predominantly democratic, and the democratic form 

of rule has been substantially validated by both research and 

practice, our emphasis here should be on studying democratic 

leadership. • •• ' 

IX ' 
Carroll L, Shartle, "Leadership Aspects of Administra-

tive Behavior.* Advanced Management. X? (1950), 12-14• 
IB 
Clyde V. Campbell (editor), • Frac.tieal Application of a 
itlc Admlnistretloxi (U©$}# pp. gi-55. ' 
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Perhaps the most debasive type of democratic behavior is 

th® manipulative practice, as typified by no administrator 

who pulls people around lik© puppets on a string, causing them 

to methodically give a performance planned in advene© by Ma» 

self, ' Of 0 m s i t thle practice is usually disguised under the 

mantle of democratic administration, . 

A permissive type of leadership {bordering on l*i»sts* 

fair©), although it does not encourage partieipation and novel 

ideas, has its waakness In it® lack of co-ordination and m * 

©permti m affect# , 

(tea ©f [ the most prevalent misconceptions today 'If the 

visualizing of the superior democratic administrator as a 
15 

peraon who leads people by th© strength of hia personality. 

Autocratic leaders say that democratic leadership is an 

excuse for laiy leadership, an excuse for real self-leadership, 

But th© autocratic leader can be told right hack that'his Job 

is a lazy on©, in that h© deems it easier to defend hi® dom-

inant position by telling what to d© rather than'working with 

others to reach the best conclusion# His is lassy leadership; 

because ha fears his inadequacy to cope with the demands of . 

fr©« thinking and discussion* 

Some resist change because of fear that BOS© of their ©go-

satisfaction of their cloistered position as m autocratic 

leader would be diminished. Some still cling to Carlyle*s 

^Ibld.. pp, 96*S9. 
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"strong a m " theory and cannot bellevs in Christ *s teachings 

of being humble* Actually, democratic leadership tees net 

diminish the position of the leader so ameh that bis only Joy 

is the vicarious thrill of seeing his followers grow, but lie 

grows strong with the help of the followers a# they sSmal*-

taneoualy grow stronger. Democratic leadership causes a reci-

procity in whieh the challenge* to each other '» ideas are 

strengthening forces whieh. properly evaluate important de-

cisions 

•fhe greater part of the foregoing discussion has beon 

generelly baaed upon leadership as the superior personal power. 

When the real essence of democracy i® analysed the question 

comes to mind as to whether this type of leadership is in rsal 

keeping with the democratio way of life. It is especially hard 

for one t® see why a strong* well-liked letter 1» not neces-

sarily democratic, even though he administrates well* It may 

he profitable to look into the etiology of denoeratle and 

autocratic tendencies« 

According to Adorno et aXt there Is mmh clinical evidence 

that with an authoritarian orientation were subjected 

t© a stricter, ©ore submissive type of discipline in childhood 

than those with a more democratic orientation. According to 

psychoanalytic theory, this .leads; to « repression of certain 

, J — - • v " '• 1 : 7 7 1 " K l -
BfclxMB, €$*« dt«. pp. 
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basia needa. It Is no wonder that An authoritarian bmok-* 

ground ahould cmuse one to • be -More conforming and submissive 

than less authoritarian people, Sine® Ms, repressed has till-

ties cannot b« expreaaad in M s own group,, the author!tarian 

mutt seek for an outlet in an out-group * the author!tarian 

personality, m was indicated befor#, ia driven in an author-

itarian direction in order to achieve security* fife ĵ roeivsis 

the world to be a friendless and hostile sort of world* •. Ha 

f#®l» 6 naod to "condition" himself to hardsMps to qualify 

Mur to tsswe a position of power eventually. The dynamic 

forces which cause M m to be conventional and submissive to 

authority tMlt aggreaeive toward others cause Mm to seek ex* • 

planation® for hia behavior and hence to have faith in and 

obey external, supernatural forces beyond Ms control • 

1# has a rigid, dtehotooioua method of tft&ak&ng, categorise 

lag ©verytMng and everybody beeauae h# ia intolerant of aabi-

gutty*. On® with this type of background thinka more . concretely 

about the present aituation and has difficulty f». looking at 

it abstractly* 

In regard to narrow-mindedness, it has been experiment 

tally founded that a dmaoerati© etiology makes on®'® resist** 

«no® to any change, rooted in a comprehensive organization 

of the social world; whereas, the authoritarian has m resist-

ance, grounded in a narrower organization of M a • social -world# 

Lmln Iurn polntad out that behavior is a result of the 

interaction of both personality and environment. Eokeech than 
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concludes that on® eannot mpmte strictly of a democratic per-

sonality or m authoritarian personality* la Mi® final anal* 

ysIs It is an Interaction of both personality and environment• 

Our society, with Its many levels of strueture, provides 

a hierarchical aoeial structure—a broad environmental frasa 

of reference within whloh submission to authority and need to 

dominot© others exists• 

Boles played In our society—boas, wife, child, admlnis-

traJ5er-"*«re In their very nature a definition demanding of 

domlnstive behavior. This feet la one which is difficult to 

reconcile t© administrative training, eapealally In education. 

The edueatlonel adalniatrator *a job la not aa a business ad-

ministrator *s Jobt to meximis© profits, but to Maximize learn-

ing, which takes plaee beat in a demoeratia framework. 

Frustration usually ealla for authoritarian actions t© 

quickly ret tore previous pleaauraa or to prevent danger '©f 

losing statue• A summary of severel researches on the results 

of authoritarian atmosphere shows a dlohotoraous list of what 

would result In eaeh of demoeratia and authoritarian ateaospheres • 

, „ , „ A»Sfa°;y»y*«n 
1. lore "we" feeling, more fre- 1. Moore WIW feeling, more tm«* 
quent use of *our!' end "us" - q.uent use of *1®, %e## "mine". 
2."Group minded* suggestions, 2, Suggestions designed to at-
relative few deaaanda for in- timet individual attention 
dividual attention# from leader* 
3. More group productivity 3. Less group productivity 
4* Less griping 4* More griping 
S* Little dependence on 5. Over dependence on leader 

leader 
6. Little dislike for leader 6. Greater dislike for leader 
7. Relatively broader ti»e 7. Shorter time perspective! 

perspective! perception inability to pereeiv* 
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of present in illation present in relet!on topaat 
to put end future ant futureI piecemeal rath®r 

• than whole perception of 
8* Satisfaction on reality problems 

lovel 8. Satisfaction on fantasy level 
9* Relatively little eggres- 9. Considerable aggression to 

•ion • toward' other members other members: ;, 
and leaders« Generally 
more friendly behavior , • • *-

10. Greater variability and 3.0• Greater rigidity of behavior. 
• flexibility of behavior 

This dichotomous list seems to be too regular to be 

aetuslly true, but this is only & token of the amount of evi-

dence showing the superiority of democratic methods as a way 

of life• 

Haiaan smm tip the values of democratic leaderships (1) 

People fully understand only those ideas they have" helped' te 

formulate; (2) ©roup decisions receive more support than auto* 

eratic edicts; (5) Democratic leadership draws upon all avail** 

able human resources; (4)' It creates self-reliant individualsf 

(5) It builds a self-sustaining group; (•) It m y lead 'to ' 

higher norale; (7) It provides an emotional catharsis for dis-

senters | (©) It allows differences, hence progress; and (9) 

It has inherent values as method• 

then he lists five categories of limitations on democratic 

leaderships (1) fact of inequality; (2) The abstract nature . 

of social policies; (3) Tyranny of indecision; (4) Individual-

ism—unwillingness to conform; and (5) Obstacle of numbers. 

These limitations lead us to the need of a combination of five 

w m u . » PP. 91-ioe. 
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typea of leaders ia ©«r democratic aoeletyi .(1) the executive, 

(8) the judge, <S) the advoe&te, C4) the expert, and (6) the 

dlaeusslon leader* to advocate, being on© who has at belief 

to® thinka he should ahara and sets out to persuade the® t© 

aecept It, Is the type of leader who has somewhat revolution* 

last «®rfe#ln areaa* the eaepart is a leader only in the light 

of the feet that he has mors knowledge about the subject then, 

the group at large J"® 1 

After reviewing the mala theoriea of leadership Smith 

m&'Wmig#r concluded that a number of the apeeifle theories 

war® formulated upon th# -.limited observmiiona and convictions 

rather then upon the- adequate, objective data.i>? It §&e»r 

safe to think that their observations are almost eosapletely 

tru®. It appeara that Campbell and Hemphill have taken a«f# 

steps in considering leadership in its rmpmM to democratic . 

society and to the group as a whole, respectively. ' By con-

sidering leadership in relation to its various contingencies • 

on© risks lea# chance of dealing with the tmbject 'la"pitta* 

meal fashion than when he studies the problem from mm mmm* 

trate-ft .angle* ' " 

• ' As we mentioned earlier, there 1® substantial" evil-am©# 

that learning leadership competence ia certainly possible and 

practical# ' 

lsn>ia., p. 78. 

17 ' ' . 
Snith and Kreuger, ©£. clt»» p. 87» 
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Experiments la four parallel groups in which IditeiMp 

traits were taught, showed positive increase In gain of these 

traits and * progressing increase with length of ti»e taught. 

First, 1» order to grssp everyday opportunities to develop 

these traits-* the faculty would have to know which traits were 

intended to be developed. Through different instances ia class, 

in clubs—satybe even a "leadership club"—these competencies 

is 

can b© effected. To make this chapter as practical as pos-

sible it will b# well to consider some of the best methods of 

teaching leadership• 

says that a view of leadership which stresses 

th« situational nature of the leader ;fs behavior give® a sound 

behavioral. foundation for practical progrs®*# la the selection 

and tralnl»g',®f those to direct group activities# In the area 

of training for leadership, the situational approach would 

furnish suggestions for the content of the curriculum# < If one 

knew the variety of constellations of group charaetari s 11 es 

which the leader in training may aspect to encounter aftar 

completing his training, the curriculum could be pointed to 

teaching modes of behavior likely to be re-mat in. actual leader-

ship* Before real progress can be made ia either selection 

or training of leaders, however, basic work must be done to 

specify more carefully, how factors in the situation create de-

mands on the leader *s behavior.3,9 

IS " '' ' to ' 
Sitthler, ©£. (git., p. 28. Hewphill, ££• eit.» pp. 101*8. 
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1 9 4 8 , h a s p r o v e d t o to® a v e r y e f f e c t i v e w a y o f i m p r o v i n g ' 

l e a d e r s # B e i n g t a u g h t o n t h e j o b c a u s e s t h e t r a i n e e t o b u t ? ® # 

t r a i n i n g w i t h t h e m o r a p o i n t e d r e a l i s a t i o n o f M s w s p ^ a s i f e i l * ' 

i t y , t h a n i f h e w e r e o f f t h e J o b , p e r h a p s . ' V b p u o k - ' v t a i k 

a e n t a o n e a u p l o a d e r s t o s h o w h o w i n * e © r v l e e t r a i n i n g i n c r e a s e d 
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t r a i n e d l o a d e r s s t a y e d t h e s a m e o r e v e n d e c l i n e d d u r i n g t h e 

OA • 

p e r i o d * * * ' T h i s m i g h t i n d i c a t e t h e s u p e r i o r v a l u e o f i n * i i r t i e ® 

t r a i n i n g o f l e a d e r s h i p ® f t e a c h e r s a n d a d m i n i s t r a t o r s • •• 

•.. M m x k m t e m l h a s « f i n e p l a n f o r l e a d e r » M p * t r i i n £ i % I H ' v t t k U l i 

t h e t r a i n e e s d i s c u s s t h e i r d i s c u s s i o n s f o r c o n t e n t , ^ l e & d i t * 

b e h f e v i o r . a n d o v e r a l l e f f e c t i v e n e s s o f t h e d i s c u s s i o n * ' ' f i e 

e l a i s i a t h a t t h i s p r o c e s s o f s e l f ^ a n a l y s l s ( d i s c u s s i n g t h e < t l i * 

e u s s i o n ) i s o f u t m o s t i m p o r t a n c e i n t r a i n i n g l e a d e r s • H e d r a w s 

t h r e e c o n c l u s i o n s f r o ® t h e p r o g r a m o f l e a d e r - t r a i n i n g w h i c h h e 

e h i a a p i o n s . ( 1 ) E f f e c t i v e l e a d e r s h i p t r a i n i n g i s a s m u c h a 

m a t t e r # f d e v e l o p i n g ' t h e p r o p e r a t t i t u d e s t o w a r d l e a d e r s h i p , 

i t s e l f , m i t i s a m a t t e r ' o f t e a c h i n g s p e c i f i c s k i l l s # ( 2 ) 

f h e w o r e g r o u p e x p e r i e n c e , i n b o t h a m o u n t a n d ' v a r i e t y t • t h & t 

t h e s t u d e n t o f l e a d e r s h i p r e c e i v e s , • t h e m o r e e f f e c t i v e w i l l b # 

h i s t r a i n i n g * ( 5 ) l i s g r o u p e x p e r i e n c e s h o u l d b e s u c h : t h a t 

h i s M e t h o d s c a n b e c r i t i c i s e d a n d e v a l u a t e d b y : © t h « » i - - m ' i h t 

s p o t # 

Ha&StKKl , €>P • • * p p • 2 S 0 * S 1 • 
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Soma collagaa are es tab l i sh ing ap®ak«raf bureaus to sm& 

atudanta out i n to eewBcaitf organli&tioni. to practic® group • 

diseuasloi* whil® feting Thia might b# ce l l ed th® 

naxt thing to t r a i n i n g , being a good s u b s t i t u t e , 

whan tb» other ia not f e a s i b l e , Sp«®eh courses designed to •_ 

o f f e r practic© i n group-diacuaaion and group laadorab&p ar® 

being o f f e r ed i n son® schools of high®* l a t m l a g , . 
< ' 

Aaothtr valuable a®thod of laadarship . twin ing i t r o l e -

playing,. r®port®d by Fr®neh i n 1944 * Thie i s »6tM»g. J8®f»® . 

than s e t t i n g up an « r t i f l o i a l s i t u a t i o n , as mueh l i k o t h ® M i l 

s i t u a t i o n m poss ib le , In which, the train®® can g®t exp©ri®ne® 

und«r superv is ion . French points out ^dirisnt&g®» of the 

ro le -p lay ing m®thodt (1) The trains® pyi&etiees what h» w i l l 

hav® to do lat®r on; (2) fh® t ra inee haa .« knowledge of r e s u l t s j 

(S) fher® i s a elos® connection i n tim® between behavior and 

rw&rd or puniahw®nt» Psychologists ggr®# t lmt th«a# flow* 
SI 

v i t a l three f a c t o r s i n any learning s i tua t ion# • 

tdppa t t .add* t# t h i s l i s t of admntag@s of rol®*plt?lng# 

(1) I t hslps each m&mb&T of the group to observe the l®8td«r«* 

ship ityl©g of each of th® o tha ra , CI) I t foeuses a t t e n t i o n 

upon leadership problems without the disadvantage of %®ing on 

the spot* or Hplaying f o r keeps•" {S) I t makes poaalbl® a 

common souro® of. l®arning f o r a l l th® group members i i » d t h e i r 
S T " " v 1 l,IJ'"L,%r 111 1;" ' "• 1 11' 
' ' Ibid•« p p . I f l - B f • 
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trainer• (4) Creates an stsioaphere of objectivity In which • 

an Individual can look at Ma.bahavior critically without ego-

defensiveness, 

lole-playing can ba considered an ^organism le&ming, ® 

since the whole organism partieipatea , Receiving training • 

in spontaneity and adaptability la another on# of Its attributes • 

Actors (laamara) In role-playing gain m Insight Into 

tha ether'a viewpoint (parents teacher* leader), often for the 

first time. Bole-playing oan act aa a catharsis for author* 

itarlan hostility and aggresalon on the potential leader*s part* 

. Bowman of Temple University says that a serious deficiency 

of moat social sciences la "the preoccupation with abatraot 

terms that era Ill-defined or even devoid of content*" Bole* 

piecing brings many of these terms and Ideas from the abstract 

to the practical, It provides a oonorete situation fa* class 

discussion in which difficulties of inter-eoramunlcation are 

minimized. He adds, that unleas role-plsylng is backed up by 

scientific analysis, It la likely to be merely a superficial. 

exeroise. 

Due to endless different texts, viewpoints, etc#* discus-

sion of leadership la sometimes almost futile. Hole-playing 

helps solve this problem partially by forming a. focus on a 

common reference for discussion, : ' . 

Bowmen lauds role-playing, because it 

enthusiastic participation of the class • He warns that cer-

tain conditions should be obtained in order for role-playing 
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to toe »ost effective: (1) The teacher should be a person of 

vitality and social facility. (8) The class sis©' should be • 

small, perhaps twelve op less, In or<Jer that all members may 

have opportunity tor role-playing. (5) the elass session 

should to® one and one-half to two hours long to provide ample 

time for role-playing, followed inanediately fey analysis • (4) 

It la bast that th® group be homogeneous a# much as possible. 

(6) Careful planning must precedeall dranntlMitiomi to prevent 

jarring interruptions of amateurish improvisation, especially 

when audienee benefit is great. ' • • -

Here" are three alas of modern education! (1) Class work • 

should be brought in closer related^positions with, life situa-

tions of the aotors. This is considered an important factor 

in motivation, (t) There should be an increasing emphasis of . 

the social situation in which the learning tckes place, the 

aocio-eraotioml contacts between teacher and pupil fcntf'itamg 

pupils is important. {5) Education cannot be satisfied with 

objectives of education which are stated exclusively in terms 

of transference. Instead, equally Included should be m empha-

sis upon development of performance skills and basic attitudes. 

Role-playing seen* to be an ideal method for aeeonplishlng all 

AS 
of these. 

The ultimate result of trainingt of course* should be im-

proved or changed behavior. Along with ineffective training 

^Obtained from class notes taken ia Merle Bonney** class 
in Soelcmetry at Horth Texas State College, 1958. 
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methods, com© th® burriers to change, ^®»ar©*all-ri gjht*as-

we^are^newHt®®!!®!!* to hamper th® most ®ff®ctiv® learning* 

Ssp®cially with th® in-service teacher, th® idea i# pr»val®nt 

that the risk of chang® from prat ant systems of behavior would 

endanger his prestige. Other barriers of resisted®•to learn-

ing are th® fact® that th® train®® has no experience in ef-

fecting the new-learned m®thod, or ft biased, inadequate look 

at th® problem, or « s tutus-fiie smugness, Bradford and Sheets 

provide two good examples of th® ahoek method u»®d aa a maans 

to br»sk through th® learning barrier. 

One @xmpl® elt®d dealt with th® t®ach®r »s trying to get • 

administrator* t© l®am more effective way# of directing staff 

meetings through seeing staff meeting® through the teacher® * 

eyes . Th® administrators began fey. Instantly pointing out th® 

troubl® with their staff m®«ting»—t®aehers lacking proper in-

terest, end shirking participation. Th® shook m®thod was ®f* 

f®et®d fey th® rol®^playing of a seen® in which an administrator 

overheard a typical staff 1» th® lounge, talking about th® . 

autoeratio way that staff meetings were normally ®arri®d on. 

This shocked some of th® administrator® out of their one-sided 

attitudes to th® realisation of th® teacher *8 tiewpolnt. With 

llttl® ®ffort there followed « learning pro#®®® of unbiased 

minds, this method proved to be very effective when used 

properly. Shook methods should not be used freely, however. 

Used wrongly, it can' onus® insecurity feelings and retard 
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training, widen the gap between the trainer and the tritinaa 
ga 

and bring counter*aggression• 

*oor leadership can be eliminated by careful selection, 

dismissal of undasirablo Isadora, or by training. Extr.emese-

lection would be impractical; dismissal would involve w»st«f _ 
24 

therefore, training seems to be tha most feasible. 

fhe rati problem still remains as to what methods to.use _ 

and which subject matter to cover in this leadership-training • 

Successful suparintandents and school board members war® asked 

to give thair objective opinions of tha nacassary, dasirabla 

training an administrator should hava. One superintendent of 

a city «f 500,000 population strassad a broad education which 

enabled one to have » vision and outlook—all seienoes lend-

ing toward m understanding of society, aesthetics, social 

psychology, philosophy of education and teaching methods • 3k 

total of 264 sohool«board members wore asked to list dasirabla 

traits of superintendents• After.tabulating tha different 

characteristics under thirty different headings, tha inquirer 

noticed that most of the qualitios ware generalised and could 

as wall apply to a good doctor, businessman, etc# 

Murphy with tha judgments of eighteen prof ass ors of edu-

cational administration and seventeen school suparintandants 
Bradford, and- Paul Sheets, we©®plf»0©ncy Shock as 

a Prerequisite to fraining,* Soclatry. II (1949), 57-4*. . 

24 
il&x Baveles,.and Kurt Lewin, "Training in Democratic 

HtdwtMii. ' Joarntl of tonoratl «n4 8o«Ul 
XXX7II {%940 )| II5»Xl¥t 
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listed eleven fields of study that a superintendent should 

include In hl» training* In seven of these courses on® should 

HAW thro© units each—theory CWP philosophy of education, odu-

eationtl psychology, supervision, educational sociology, ©ur-

riettltoa, history of education and methods • 2b® remaining four 

should include fewr'units each~-educfttio»al statistics,, 

and measurements, vocational sad educetlon&l guidance, and 

special education# By the Jury Method Hurptxy ari*ived at the 

following conclusions! concerning courses other than education ! 

•that should be most desirable la prospective traiiiing of a 

city superintendent of sehools-^sGciology, psychology, eco-

nomies, political science, end English* Incidentally, the 

least desirable were physical education, languages!, mathematics* 

«»d law*®® The lists given above by board members sad' 

intendents, althou^v helpful m *ttgg*sf£oa*t need to be con-

sidered in the light that they sre somewhat subjective end 

generalized# 

Sunmary 

leadership, being • broad subject about which much i« 

wittea, is a ttt&jwtt about i M A few objective, infallible 

fuel® are known. leaders e«su be divided first, into two 

rough categories —the faee-to-faee typ# (administrators, 

teachers} ©nd to® Indirect type who lead through inventions# 

department of Superintendence 

(19S5)* pp* g86~304. 16 
of W T T i r g g f ihe tfnltSd Stitcs, Seventh Yearbook 
" B I , 
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writing and philosophising, fhen loader* (faoe-to-feoe) ean 

bo further divided into the autocratic and tho demoor*tie. 

Sine® our society is ©mo of democratic Ideals, it soeos only 

proper that o w leadership should bo not different, but la 

lino with those Ideals• Tho definitions of tho diohotoniGUs 

typos of leadership are certainly different, but Barnard's 

definition soms to fall in lino best with democracy* Loador-

ship is essentially a process of focusing tho attention and 

roloaslng tho energies of tho followers • Tho loaders and thoso 

led, alike, aro activated by a mutual intor-stimulatlon• 

Loadorship is oonsldorod by somo to bo an lnnato aptitudo 

which onablos tho individual to bo a leader In almost any and 

all situations* Others eonsidor loadorship as a composite of 

traitsv boing a result of horodity and environment whioh is 

nooossary for effectiveness in loading. Still othors contend 

that good loadorship doponds not only upon endowed capacity, 

tho right kind of development, but also upon tho relationship 

between tho loader and the led, and tho amenability of tho 

followers to be.led. 

Jk good dwo@rs.tio leader* instead of hating on easier job 

than an autocratic leader, perhaps works harder, is more humble, 

gets a better following, and draws out more group potential. 

than the latter. 

Quito substantial evidence shows that leadership compe-

tenoo can be taught and learned to a profitable degree'* low 

mailto:dwo@rs.tio
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ideas for teaching this skill are baing innovated widely, but 

effective methods of inculcating this capacity are used wry 

little in many colleges. leadership, being so dependent upon 

the contingencies of situational aspects cannot be very ef-

fectively taught in lectures and reading* Some of the more 

progressive colleges are using situational methods such ass 

group^leadership laboratories in the community, speech classes, 

designed for group-discussion, leadership training, and role-

playing in leadership• 

Findings 

1. Sine® the transfer fro® authoritarian leadership-

experience to democratic leadership is negative, teaching in-

stitutions should realise that the form of leadership exercised 

in classes will, perhaps, have more effect upon the future 

leadership competencies of the student than any and all of the 

principles of leadership taken up in the courses. 

2. leadership competencies are aspects of education which 

can best be caught from the professors of education, rather 

than taught bj£ the professors, perhaps• 

5. Methods of teaching leadership should major nor© in 

situational conditions rather than abstract, Ihtelleetualiaed 

inculcation alone• 

4. Since methods at present do not seem to be effective 

enough, it appears sensible to try scm® of these experimental 

methods on larger scales to either approve them or disprove • 
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them. Seemingly little would be lost, while much oould pos-

sibly be gained. 

5, Sine© role-playing and shock-method are relatively 

new methods of teaching j few professors know enough ©bout 

them to sponsor them effectively in classroom situations and 

the delicacy of the methods esn b® detrimental If mishandledj 

it appears to be necessary to have some type of departmental 

olinie at tMeh one who is experieneed and competent in these 

skills can help prepare the professors for using these methods 

throughout the department. 



CHAPTER I? 

McQUAGGB STUDY 

Dai© from » thorough study of graduate course offerings 

of southwestern colleges made by McQusgge of Austin, Texas, 

form the source of information which was used to determine 

the soundness of curriculum of these schools. The data of 

this study, collected in 1952 during the spring sad summer 

school sessions, pertain to the graduate courses in educa-

tional administration offered fey twenty-seven colleges and 

universities in Arkansas, Oklahoma, Colorado, Texas and lew 

Mexico* The data have Men divided into three sections —-namely, 

(1) Who Takes Courses in School Administration; (2) Student 

Reactions and Courses in School Administration; and (3) Con-

tent and Method, approximately 260 graduate course# in edu-

cational administration were included in the study during this 

period. Two questionnaires each were completed by approxi-

mately 4000 students and a Student Recorder kept m detailed 

record in eaeh course. 

This thesis i® concerned with the data taken mainly from 

the third section of the MeQuagge Study, concerning content 

and method. The third section is a partial summery of data 

tabulated from ninety courses in educational adminis tration 

during the Spring Semester. It is broken into four sections* 

(1) time and method, (2) content and method, (3) method. 
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content, time, and materials, for three saleeted courses, 

and <4) general course requirements. Only eighty-nine of the 

ninety courses for which data were received, were included 

in the t@bl©3. 

Hone of the individual colleges was,considered separately, 

primarily, because the date do not furnish Information by 

schools and secondly, because such consideration would go be-

yond the scope of the thesis. Of course, it is realised that 

broad generalisations ©» Insufficient data are sometimes dan* 

gerous and inconclusive, but generalizing in this case is 

mainly for the purpose of ascertaining trends, upon which to 

evaluate. • 

• IcQuagge classified the 260 graduate courses into fourteen 

groupings, shown in Table i. An understanding of this table 

will clarify the following tables, since subject classifies* 

tions are mentioned by their numbers given in fable 1» 

fable 1 suumerlzes the main areas-of educational admin-

istration into fourteen groups, making the job of drawing 

relative conclusions much simpler and perhaps more meaningful• 

Since each are® has problems of method and content which are 

peculiar to its inherent aspects, much needed duplication is 

avoided by groupings rather than singular subject treatment« 

It will be noted that the lowest extreme In the range pulls 

fee average down more than the highest extreme pulls,'the: 

average up# ' . 
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TJ8&B-.X- -

OROUPS INTO WHICH CDURSBS Wfflll CLASSIFIES) - WITH 
NUMBERS OF COURSES, SPRING AMD SUMMER, AS-

SIGNED TO BACH COURSK GROUP 

Group 
Number 

So. of 
Courses 
Spring 

Mo. of 
Courses 
Summar Group fltl® 

I. 

II, 

III., 

IV. 

. ¥1. 

'TO. 

fill. 

IX. 

X. 

XI. 

XII. 

XIII. 

XIV. 

18 

10 

8 

1 

17 

5 

2 

12 

7 

6 

5 

3 

1 

24 

19 

18 

2 

SO 

7 

3 

18 

7 

8 

6 

4 

12 

Basic School Administration 
Courses 

Organization and Administration 
of th& Secondary School 

Organisation and Administration 
of the Blamontary School 

Administration of th@ 
High School 

SuparTisioii 

Seminar Coursas in School 
Administration 

Courses in Stat® Education 

Courses In Finance 

School Plant 

Public Relations 

Adminis tration of Pupil 
Personnel 

(Did not afiterializ©} 

School Lm 

Miscellaneous 
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Table 2 shows the percentage of time used for different 

methods of teaching. This table reveals that more time Is 

spent In lecturing and discussion than in laboratory work 

and student reporting. 

• T&.MM 2 

VMCBRTAOB OP TIMS ALLOCATED TO LECTURE, DISCUSSION, 
LABORATORY WORK AND STUDENT REPORTING 

Cows© " 
Group Lecture Mseusslon 

Laboratory 
Work 

Student 
Reporting 

1 32.91 34.99 9.27 22.83 

2 31.22 37.21 11 #94 19.64" 

3 44.90 23*34 18,77 12.99 

4 14 .03 65.84 11.31 8.82 , 

5 30.15 36.59 9.92 23.33 

© 18.30 27.36 1.53 53.81 

7 34.19 30.99 11.50 23.32 

s 30.43 42.49 6.90 20.17 

9 33.90 37.27 21.10 7.72 

10 20.13 • 39.25 20.54 20.08 

11 22.62 29.7® 13.26 34*54 

Is . . 27.17 41.79 .75 15 •88' • 

14 14.90 71.46 13.64 
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Distribution of percentages of total time allocated to 

all lect«r® methods for all groups averaged 31.09 per cent 

for the eighty-nine courses, The average percentage of time 

spent for discussion for all groups was 56.76. The average 

percentage of elans time spent for laboratory work was 13 #27 

for the seventy-four courses that allocated time for this 

method of teaching# The average percentage of time spent for 

student reporting was 24#90 fox* seventy-seven courses. 

Of course, discussion sessions differ greatly in the 

degree of spontaneous participation, depending upon the at-

mosphere of formality or Informality, the size of the group, 

end the practicality of the discussion subject* A discussion 

session could be a group, situational procedure, but in many 

cases» on® would perhaps agree, that the atmosphere is too 

rigid to effect the participation of every member of the group* 

Perhaps laboratory work could be considered more situ©.-' 

tional and practical than either lecture or discussion when 

it is managed properly. Here, one learns with practice in a 

wholistic learning situation* The alloted time percentage of 

13.27 for laboratory seems to be too small, provided the lab-

oratory work Is properly planned and executed* - Sinee the 

value of group, situational means of learning has been proved 

to be so great, it would seem to be more profitable to major 

in this aspect of learning. 

The McQuagge Study shows that democratic methods were 

used in such aspects as determining topics for term papers 
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and group projects• Out of the ninety courses, thirty-four 

courses provided for individual or group determination of 

topics• In thirty-three courses out of the ninety, rather 

than merely handing their term papers in to the instructor to 

be graded, the respective committees were allowed to present 

the® to the-class. Both of these aspects about term projects 

appear to lie sound in a democratic sense and m motivational 

sense. 

On the other hand, in only s ©ventean courses were the 

topics for ©lass discussion selected by the committee whleh 

discussed theis. In thirty-five courses the term papers had 

their sole destination In the professor's hands. Certainly 

the first statement In this paragraph tends to show that a 

majority of the courses were not as democratic as may be de-

sired in that respect. It should not be presumed, however, 

that the- rest were undemocratic necessarily, for fifty-four 

courses were not applicable In this respect. 

In a summary table covering all courses and all methods:, 

it was found that student-led discussion numbered 225 as com-

pared with the instructor-led discussion, numbering 99. Jhis 

does indicate opportunity for a student to get supervised ex-

perience in group leadership. 

In the sgaae summary table it was found that informal dis-

cussion scored 1011 while lecture from notes scored 644. Of 

course# Informal discussion includes the participation of a 
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larger portion of the class, but when it Is improperly super-

vised it can be of less value to the el ess as a whole than a 

good lecture. 

The inherent nature of m panel which, cells for co-opera-

tive response fro® the panel members, at least* might hat® 

more learning value in leadership and responsibility then in-

form al discission by the group# According to the same table, 

panels, scored only ninety-eight• Committee work scored only 

fifty-four, while committee reporting scored 180• 

In drawing conclusions from data of this type, it must 

be realized that practically as much irue information ie hidden 

as is disclosed, fhe very nature of averages tends to en-

courage one to draw singular, dichotomic conclusions while • 

partially forgetting about the particular parts which-Joined 

together to make up fee average. Thia is one of the main short-

comings of using data of this type in drawing conclusions• 

Consequently, it is realized that the average may show 

a respectable figure, while the actual situation Is that a 

few high scores are bringing some very low scores up to a .nor-

mal average• The same holds true in this case. Some colleges 

spend more time in group, laboratory worle than the averages 

show, for instance. Regardless of how much is covered up «nd 

how much is revealed, the averages considered as a whole state, 

nation, culture, or region, do indie-ate the general texture or 

quality of that whole. 
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Of the colleges, courses, and methods considered. In th# 

McQuegge Study it is shown that a little more emphasis is put 

on the class discussion then lecture# Whather this is good 

or bad so far as subject learning is concerned, depends upon 

the subject being considered, the class» the teacher, and the 

situation* A properly led discussion would be more profitable 

for certain groups on certain subject®, whereas a good lecture 

would be better for others. The Question ia» were the respee-

tive methods wed in the most appropriate situations, and If 

so, how effectively were the methods carried out? 

fhe amount of time recorded for laboratory work is de-

cidedly email in comparison with the time used for lecture and 

discussion# fhe Question arises as to how much tine should be 

in laboratory work In the respective subjects. Questions, as 

this could not very easily be answered in regard to such a va-

riety of subject® in so many different schools• fhe value of 

laboratory work as strengthened learning devise in collabora-

tion with lectures and discussions is perhaps well accepted* 

due to its substantiation experimentally* 

Looking at the data in regard to their manifestations of 

leadership training, we find that opportunity for student-led 

discussions were prevalent in comparison with instructor-led 

discussions• This seems to be good opportunity for leader-

ship training in administration.. Opportunities for panels and 

committee work were exceptionally low. It seems that these are 

areas of everyday—opportunities which are negligently utlUsed. 
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Democratic leadership is. the type of sdatinist ra tive 

leadership that the philosophies of most of these southasrestern 

schools encourage • The effect of on© *s environment and back-

ground upon his system of leadership prows the importance of 

democratic situations in college to eneourage that kind of in-

culcation, Since a college cannot predetermine the environ-

mental background of its students, the least it can do la to 

strive to provide a democratic learning background for the 

student while he is there. 

While the data show that there- were some courses that 

used democratic methods, the average- of all courses ia low, 

as was recorded earlier. 

• In interpreting the data for indications of leadership 

opportunities, one is impressed by thy© absence of organized 

efforts along this line. If it is believed that leadership 

competencies can be learned (and studies show that they can 

be learned) there should be more evidence of concerted effort 

to augment the administrator*s abilities* Leadership ability 

means store to the administrator, perhaps$ than anything else# 

also, it should be realized that opportunities for actual 

leadership do not mean so much without previous training in 

leadership as they could mean with previous orientation in 

leadership. 

Another obvious lack in regard to methods ia situational 

learning in leadership. In setting up the criteria on leader-

ship, substantial evidence was found to show the superb 
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potentialities of role-pleying as a device for training leaders. 

Since later studies show that leadership depends more upon th© 

relationship between the leader and tha group-s1fcuation than 

mere composite traits, one can readily see tha importance ©f 

learning to be a leader while in a situation. A M if committe# 

work, psnel-dis missions * and laboratory work could be construed 

to b© more situational then lectures, it seems that mora time 

should be spent on these methods than la now being spent* 

Bvmmapf 

Th© McQuagg© Study shows there is a decided lack ©f demo-

cratic methods used in tha graduate school administration 

courses of tha southwest colleges studied. It also reveals 

tha absence of courses especially designed for leadership 

training. Situational methods, such as role-playing are not 

mentioned at all throughout tha entire study. Courses provide 

mora time for class discussion then straight lecture. But 

more time is spent in lecture then laboratory work or student 

reporting. These averages and generalisations are studied in 

the light of being Indicators of trends in these southwest 

colleges, rather than pertaining to speeifie institution#• 



CHAPTER V . 

StlMMilBY, COHCLUSIOHS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

SuuBnary 

At present there has been found no infallible theory of 

learning, but the field-theory is def ended by many as being 

the most comprehensive and promising theory, having the beat 

possibility of harmonizing with the laws ©f all natural phe-

nomena . fh® two main opposing families of learning theory are 

the associationista and the field-theorists,, differing mainly 

in five aspects: (a) JSnviromaentalism versus nativism, (b) 

Mature of wholes versus parts, {©) Beaction versus cognition, 

Cd) Mechanism versus dynamic efuillibriuat, and (a) Historical 

versus contemporary causation. 

•The'field-theorists believe that there are different types 

of learning but that a valid theory must reconcile these dif-

ferent' aspects, such as cognition, manual skills*'and motiva-

tions • They base this contention upon Mi© premise that learn-

ing concerns not just a part but the whole nervous system. 

Personality factors of the teachers, as well as the pupils, 

are important aspects of the effective teaching whole. In 

fact, as important as methods, perhaps, is the relationship 

between the personalities of the teacher and pupil. 

80 
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A proper attack upon the learning problem must include 

studies In different fields of sociology, soeiometry, psychology, 

epistemology, philosophy, history, end biology* Sine® education 

is neither a pure nor ® natural science, its ends feeing self* 

willed, it is a product of all the above mentioned schools of 

discipline, 

Hartmann stresses that learning is best motivated by 

goals established or accepted by the learner as a result of 

M s needsj that present learning is less dependent upon pre-

vious experience or the adequgcy of earlier skill# than upon 

the clarity, field-properties, and excellence of the organi-

zation of the learning material Itself; and that orientation, 

survey, and general education courses harmonize best with the 

nature of the early mental development, but that specialized 

courses are justified when growth has pro ceded sufficiently 

via differentiation• 

Since our society is one of democratic ideals, it seems 

only proper that our leadership should be not different, but 

in line with these ideals# The definitions of the dichotoaaous 

types of leadership are certainly different, but Barnard^ 

definition seems to fall in line best with democracys Leader-

ship is essentially a process of focusing attention and ra-

leasing the energies of the followers• The leaders and those 

led, alike, are activated by a mutual inter»stiaulatlon• Some 

of the latest findings show that good leadership depends not 

only upon endowed capacity, but the right kind of development, 
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as veil as upon the relationship between tha leader and the 

lad, and the amenability of the followers • ' • 

k good,, democratic leader, rather than having an easier ' 

job than an autocratic leader, perhaps works harder, is more ' 

humble, gets a better fallowing, and draw® out more gpoup 

potential th«a tha latter* 

Quit® substantial evidence shows that leadership compe-

tence can be taught and learned to a profitable degree• Naw 

ideas for teaching this skill are being innovated widely, but 

effective methods of inculcating this capacity are used very 

little in the many colleges. Leadership, being so dependent 

upon the contingencies ©f situational aspects eannot be very-

effectively taught in lectures and reading. Soma of the more 

progressive colleges are using situational methods such as: 

group leadership laboratories in the community, speech classes, 

designed for group discussion, leadership training, and role-

playing, in leadership* 

Conclusions 

(1) The McQuagge Study is not detailed enough to draw 

specific conclusions as to the soundness of content and methods 

of tha graduate, school-administrative course# in the south*-

western colleges considered, 

(2) The minority of the courses were democratic in regard 

to choosing topics for term-papers and group projects* 
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(3) In class discussions the students led more than the 

Instructors did, indicating good opportunity for actual 

leadership experience• ' 

(4) Exceptionally little time was allotted for laboratory 

work. • • this lack aeeias t© indicate unsoundness, according to 

the premise that true learning is learned fey the whole organism, 

: , (5) No mention was made ebout role-playing being a method 

of leadership training. The fact that role-playing is known 

to be one of the most effective leadership-training methods, 

seems to indicate a deficiency in the methods of the schools 

concerned* 

(6) 'Ho tabulation in the McQuagge Study Indicated the 

offering of a graduate course in administrative leadership• 

With 'the fact well established that leadership competencies 

can be . taught, there seems need for more emphasis upon admin- ' 

isfcratlve leadership-, , ' 

(7) The effectiveness and organisation of some of these 

educational schools show that they are not based upon an in-

fallible learning theory, in fact, not even based completely 

upon keeping up with the times# Thus, the importance of., 

pioneering into unknown but promising areas of education can 

be seen, 

Recoiamendations 

In the light of the foregoing study it is recommended s 

(!) fhat special colleges courses in leadership-training 
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be offered those planning to be administrat ora and super**. • 

visors* 

(2) Th®,t role-playing be used as a method of leadership-

training in graduate school-administrative courses• 

(3) That graduate leadership courses be held for an hour 

end one-half to two hours long to provide time for role-play-

ing followed by discussion. That the class be small, prefer-

ably ten to twelve* That the teacher be skilled in directing 

the role-playing method• 

{4} fhafc to insure © favorable transfer to after-gradua-

tion activities, educational-administrative courses provide 

a store democratic background* especially in class activities « 

{§) fhat graduate educational-administrative departments 

not already doing so, provide a broader orientation program 

for its students by requiring outsit study in fields such mi 

sociology, psychology, sociometry, government, economics, etc#, 

either in addition to or in pine® of son© of the presently 

required courses. 

(6) fhst studies be made on the matter of the most ef-

fective student-teacher relationshipsr in conjunction with 

methods• 

(7) That studies of evaluation and determination of sound-

ness of practices be made on individual campuses in order to 

bring findings down to the specific# 
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